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News Round-up

Greggs offers the best quality, free Wi-Fi on the UK’s high street, 
according to a study by Wi-Fi experts Devicescape.

Greggs top connectivity list with in-store WiFi

Motorway giant 
partner with Ed’s 
Easy Diner
The group who operate a large 
number of food to go sites at 
transport hubs across the country 
have posted a strong rise in annual 
profits according to their latest 
financial results.

The first Ed’s Easy Diner site will launch 
at South Mimms, located on junction 23 
of the M25 in Hertfordshire, in early 2016, 
and is expected to be the first of many for 
the group who currently operate 52 Diners 
across the UK.

Talking about the partnership, CEO 
of Ed’s Easy Diner, Ivan Schofield, said: 
“Diners and drivers have historically gone 
hand in hand and I’m delighted to announce 
our partnership with Welcome Break – an 
iconic motorway service station brand. 
We’re looking forward to opening our 
first Ed’s in South Mimms this spring with 
hopefully more to follow.”

Rod McKie, CEO of Welcome Break, said: 
“I am very excited about this partnership 
as it will bring huge value to our customers’ 
experience.

“We have witnessed a growing trend 
with customers, both business and leisure, 
enjoying more dwell time at our service 
stations and so have responded accordingly 
with a much loved retro-American diner that 
delivers a quality eating experience at great 
prices.

This partnership also sees a move back 
towards traditional Motorway Services 
Areas where people are catered for and 
enjoy experience over functionality.”

As well as the 52 diners, Ed’s Easy Diner 
also operates one Shake Stand in the UK 
and over the next 12 months this figure is 
set to rocket.”

Mike Hibberd, director of marketing at 
Devicescape, said: “The real takeaway here 
is not that Greggs has better Wi-Fi tan the 
next brand but that the quality of high street 
Wi-Fi in the UK is really very good across the 
board.

“At the very least the connectivity offered 
by the brands we’ve listed, and many more 
we have not, is good enough to stream video 
to a smartphone.”

Caffe Nero was the only high street coffee 

chain to feature among the top 20 brands. 
Zizzi and Patisserie Valerie also featured 
towards the lower end of the top 20 list.

Other brands who also scored highly in 
the report entitled ‘Making Connections: 
Wi-Fi on the UK High Street’ were 
PizzaExpress, Burger King and KFC.

Overall the retail sector scored highest 
for Wi-Fi quality, with Food on the Go 
coming a very close second, restaurants 
third and cafés fifth.

The research reveals that the majority of 
hospitality workers will decide to leave a new 
job within the first week if it’s not what they 
expected, and that poor work/life balances 
are to blame.

Four out of five hospitality professionals 
would leave a new role if they didn’t like it, 
even if they didn’t have another job to go 
to, whilst hospitality workers are most likely 
to keep their options open, with two thirds 
(66.3%) admitting they still actively look at 
other job opportunities up to one month after 
starting a new role.

Lee Biggins founder and managing 
director of CV-library comments: “Our 
survey has unveiled some clear issues 
in the sector that need to be addressed. 
Whilst it is not possible to change the fact 

that many hospitality roles can involve 
long or unsociable hours, it is important 
that organisations are clear about their 
expectations from the start, to ensure new 
recruits don’t feel misled.

“Staff need to feel happy and valued in 
the workplace and there are plenty of ways 
that businesses can achieve this, despite 
operating in pressured environments.” 

Almost half of respondents (48.8%) cited 
poor work/life balance as the most likely 
reasons to leave a new job, whilst unfriendly 
work environments (45.1%), inadequate 
training and feedback (34.1%), lack of 
opportunities (25.6%) and dealing with poor 
management (23.2%) were other reasons for 
leaving.  

Employers in the hospitality industry have only five days to impress 
a new recruit before they decide whether to stay or go, according to 
research by job site CV-Library.

Study shows businesses have little time to 
impress new staff 
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The report found that 44% of the sample 
panel bought food to go products on a weekly 
basis with 34% of correspondents buying two 
to three times a week.

The two key driving factors behind 
consumer purchases of grab and go products 
are value for money (76%) and something that 
tastes good (75%).

One of the areas that is seeing large growth 
is coffee shops who are gaining custom more 
frequently and are being used for meeting 
places and out of office workplaces. The 
report suggested that sandwich shops and 
fast food outlets are losing ground.

Talking about the findings, Adelie’s UK head 
of marketing, John Want, said: “It’s not just the 
frequency of purchase that’s on the increase 
it’s also the amount of money we spend, 
on average people are spending £3.81 per 
visit which is up by 23p on 2014 figures and 

represents a year on year increase of 6.4%, 
which is a substantial increase, given it is 
against a backdrop of zero food inflation.

“There are some interesting variances 
between age, location and gender, with 25 – 
44 year olds more likely to be buying food to 
go products 4 or more times per week, males 
are even more likely to buy this frequently and 
not surprisingly 24% of people in London are 
buying on a daily basis, most likely driven by 
the number of available outlets and higher 
spending power of capital’s residents.

“Lunch is still the most popular eating 
daypart for food to go purchases (89%) 
however breakfast is increasing in popularity 
especially with consumers aged 44 years and 
below and snacking between meal times is 
also significantly higher than in 2014 and now 
represents 46% of purchases.”

A new consumer insight report, commissioned by Adelie Foods, 
has revealed that consumers are eating more food to go products 

Customer spending in food-to-go sector 
on the rise

The one-off store, which includes an in-
house bakery, was created in response to 
growing consumer demand for choice and 
quality. The store features a unique take 
on Costa’s traditional menu, introducing 
a tailored food offering in a bespoke 
environment.

The new Costa Fresco menu includes hand 
crafted, freshly baked sweet and savoury 
options including a Rustico Dry Cured Ham 
and Mature Cheddar with Vine Ripened 
Tomatoes Flatbread and the Roasted Pork 
Belly with Caramelised Braeburn Apple and 

Onion Ciabatta.
Carol Welch, Costa’s Group Brand 

Marketing and Digital Innovation Director, 
described the new store as “a fusion of 
London’s handcrafted bakeries linked to our 
heritage and the Italian passion and gusto for 
vibrant ingredients and genuinely good food.”

She added: “We are committed to 
continuing to delight our customers, and as 
we look to grow we have listened to what they 
want – great food, alongside great coffee in a 
welcoming environment.”

News Round-up

Costa to open first food-led store in London
The coffee shop chain opened its first food-led concept store, Costa 
Fresco, on Tottenham Court Road.

‘Room for manoeuvre 
to increase prices at 
Costa Coffee’
Says new Whitbread boss
Whitbread’s new Chief 
Executive Alison Brittain has 
argued there is “room for 
manoeuvre” to increase prices 
at Costa Coffee. 

Brittain, who started her job in early 
December, told analysts during a 
presentation of the company’s quarter 
three results that the board was reviewing 
its prices for the brand.

Addressing the audience she said: “The 
business has not put up its prices for four 
or five years. 

“The gap has grown between our 
pricing and our competitors Starbucks 
and Caffe Nero, which have just put up 
their prices again. 

“Given we are the cheapest by a 
considerable margin, our hypothesis 
is there is room for manoeuvre and an 
opportunity to us. The strength of the 
business is we are a value option for 
customers. We are keeping it under close 
review.”

Costa’s price for a 16oz cappuccino or 
latte has remained at £2.45 since 2011 
while rivals Starbucks and Caffe Nero had 
both raised its prices from £2.50 to £2.60 
and £2.75 respectively. 

Brittain said the new food-led Costa 
Fresco was both a concept and a 
test and was in response to customer 
demand. She added it had street appeal 
and would test ongoing customer 
reaction to see what works and doesn’t. 

“The space required is very small,” she 
said. “The ovens are not a big deal in 
terms of size. Once we have established 
what the consumer preference is it could 
be retro-fitted to a number of stores or 
rolled out. 

Brittain said Whitbread had “bold 
but achievable” milestones for growth. 
However, it would now open 200 rather 
than 220 net new Costa Coffee stores 
over the next year.

She added: “The business has focused 
extensively on growth in recent years and 
needs to invest in its systems. We’ve got 
to ensure they are right for not just the 
size of the business we are now but the 
size of the business we will become.”
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News Round-up

Several companies have this week been 
named as first in the UK to be accredited 
against a benchmark of quality recognised 
throughout Europe.  Following this the British 
Pest Control Association (BPCA) and the 
leading trade body is now challenging their 
450-plus servicing members to match these 
achievements.
Simon Forrester, chief executive of the BPCA, 
is confident the plan will deliver significant 
benefits to the food sector, he said: “The 
European Standard for Pest Management 
Services EN16636 was developed by the pest 
control industry to act as an illustration of 
professional credentials.
“We know of many pest controllers who are 
untrained and do not stay up-to-date with the 
latest products, techniques and legislation 
– and that’s something which can create big 
problems. 
“But this will demonstrate our members are 
on a level playing field with the best pest 
management companies in the world and 
will mean that, by employing members of 
the BPCA, food professionals can be totally 
confident of a professional service.
Premier Pest Control, based in West Yorkshire, 
was this week named as the first company in 
the UK to be measured against the standard.
 “Those who don’t meet the criteria at the 
moment will be offered all the help and 
support they need to get there.
“This is a move which sends out a strong 
message that when people use BPCA 
members, they can have peace of mind that 
the job will be done properly.
“We want the BPCA to remain the mark of 
professionalism in UK pest management, 
and for clients to know to look for our logo 
every time they select a pest management 
company.”

Both Wetherspoons and Pret saw 93.1% of 
their outlets rated five out of a possible five in 
the Food Hygiene Rating Scheme, which was 
launched five years ago this week.
Also high on the list was McDonald’s which 
saw 92.9% of its outlets rated five, Starbucks 
with 91% of its outlets rated five, and Nando’s 
with 90.2% scoring the highest rating.
Catriona Stewart, FSA lead for the Food 
Hygiene Ratings Scheme, said: “Our latest 
data shows how seriously high street chains 
take food hygiene. We want to build on the 
success of the scheme over its first five years 
and reduce consumer risk even further by 
encouraging people to ‘look before they book.
“Telling people about hygiene standards in 
food outlets in a way that is clear and easy to 
understand has made a real difference. We’ve 
seen standards improve and more and more 
businesses are able to show their customers 
that they take food hygiene seriously. It’s 
really easy to check the hygiene rating of a 
food business just go to the Food Standards 
Agency website.”
Towards the bottom of the list of the 20 largest 
high street chains were Harvester with 67.5% 
of its sites rated five, Caffe Nero with 66.9% 
scoring the top rating, and Hungry Horse at 

New pest control 
standards to boost 
food industry 

FSA reveal best performing high street 
chains

A move to promote professional 
standards in pest control has been 
hailed as positive news for the 
food industry.

JD Wetherspoon and Pret A Manger have been named the cleanest 
and most hygienic high street chains, according to the latest figures 
by the Food Standards Agency.

the bottom of the list with 66.1% of its sites 
scoring five out of five.
Four of the chains on the list had one 
of their restaurants score zero - Costa 
Coffee in Loughborough, Domino’s Pizza 
in Harrow, KFC in Birmingham and Pizza 
Hut in Beeston. A rating of zero means 
a business is failing across the FSA’s 
inspection elements and likely to have a 
history of serious problems.
Tim Martin, founder and chairman of JD 
Wetherspoon, said: “Food hygiene is of 
paramount importance to our customers 
and rightly so. Our pub management and 
staff work hard to ensure that our pubs 
offer customers the highest levels of food 
hygiene at all times.”

 
% Outlets rated 5/5

JD Wetherspoons 93.1
Pret A Manger 93.1

McDonald’s 92.9
Starbucks 91
Nando’s 90.2

Domino’s Pizza 90.1
Greggs 89

Burger King 88.3
Pizza Express 87.4
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The three finalists – Kingfisher Fish & Chips 
in Plympton, Devon; Penaluna’s Famous Fish 
& Chips in Hirwaun, Rhondda Cynon Taf and 
The Fish Bar At Sunnybank Road in Crewe, 
Cheshire – will go head to head in a bid to 
land the award.

The From Field to Frier Award 
acknowledges UK fish and chip businesses 
that excel in potato knowledge and 
responsible sourcing policies and 
procedures, as well as their skills in 
producing the finest quality chips.

Talking ahead of the awards, Mel 
Groundsell, Corporate Relations Director 
of Seafish, said: “The National Fish & Chip 
Awards showcase a diverse range of award 
categories that cater for every aspect of 
running a successful business. 

“Measuring not only the quality of the chip, 
this award also recognises the responsible 
sourcing methods being employed by 
businesses. With fish sustainability currently 
at the forefront of many industry discussions, 
it’s easy to overlook the significance of 
potato provenance but I’m pleased to report 
that our fish and chip businesses are showing 
great diligence in responsibly souring only 
the best potatoes.”

Awards sponsor Oliver Boutwood, Director 
at Isle of Ely Produce, said: “This award, 
which is now in its fourth year, has really 
captured the attention and imagination of 
both farmers and businesses alike and it has 
become a part of our intrinsic values at Isle 
of Ely.

“So much so that as part of our 

sponsorship we hold an annual open day at 
our premises for potato growers, farmers and 
trade, to gain further insight into the potato 
supply process. Attended by over 100 people 
this year, we really hope our next open day 
on Sunday 11 September 2016 will be even 
bigger and better.”

The National Fish and Chip Awards will 
culminate in an awards ceremony at The 
Lancaster London Hotel on 20th January 
2016.

Greggs confirmed it didn’t have any plans 
to increase prices in its stores but did warn 
over the impact of a higher wage bill on the 
business.

The event, held at Lambeth Palace and 
was the first to be held as part of the Palace’s 
move to host external hospitality and events 
with the next to take place on 7th December 
at the Madarin Oriental Hyde Park.

News Round-up

The three fish and chips shops fighting to create the perfect chip have 
been named as they compete for the ‘From Field to Frier Award’ in the 
2016 National Fish and Chip Awards 2016.

Fish and chip shops battle for industry 
leading award 

Street food traders 
to help ease migrant 
crisis 
A collective of London street food 
traders are planning to return to 
Calais to provide hot meals and 
vital supplies to political refugees  
in Calais this winter.

The Street Aid team previously visited 
the camp in September and provided food, 
sleeping bags, tents, coats and building 
supplies to thousands of refugees who are 
in Calais.

Talking about the initiative Dan 
Shearman, founder of The Roadery, who 
is talking part said: “In the run up to 
Christmas we appeal to people’s hearts 
during a season of good will. These 
amazing people have already been through 
so much, and deserve to have what every 
human being deserves - a hot meal in their 
belly and warm dry place to call home.”

“Through the pain and suffering they 
have endured to be forced from their own 
countries, the struggle and hundreds 
of miles traveling to bring themselves 
to safety, and the living conditions they 
are still forced to endure, these people 
still managed the strength to show us 
kindness.  All they need is a little in return to 
give them a little comfort during the harsh 
winter”

The team will also include traders 
Rupert’s Street, The Bowler, What The 
Dickens! and Fleisch Mob, and have set a 
fundraising target of £10,000. Donations 
can be made securely and every pound 
donated will be spent aiding refugees this 
Winter.

Mark Lilley, director, said: “This is always 
an important event in the Abokado calendar. 
I think the homeless are particularly on our 
minds at this time of year and it’s good to be 
able to do something to support St Mungo’s 
Broadway’s excellent work.

“We’re always amazed at how much our 
teams and customers get behind this event. 
A beautifully handcrafted coffee and charity 
donation are a pretty winning combination I 
reckon! Thanks in advance to our generous 

customers for the fivers they’re going to 
drop into our charity buckets. We accept 
coins too.”

This was the seventh year that Abokado 
have partnered with St Mungo’s Broadway 
at Christmas to raise funds to support their 
work with the homeless. The fundraising 
took place across all of Abokado’s 26 
London stores from 7am until 8pm.

Abokado give proceeds to London homeless charity strong growth in Q3
Abokado, the healthy eating chain, announced that it supports London’s homeless after donating all proceeds 
from their coffee sales on Friday 11th December.
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News Round-up

The figure is up 5.5% on last year and 
some 9.2% than for the year ending 
September 2010, the year that BBC 
favourite The Great British Bake Off started

The top five sweet bakery and dessert 
goodies - cakes, croissants, cookies, 
brownies and muffins - account for more 
than one billion of the 1.5 billion servings.

Muriel Illig, foodservice account manager, 
said: “Has the Great British Bake Off 
stimulated our appetite for these treats? 
Yes, the figures show that when it comes to 
servings of the Top Five sweet bakery and 
dessert favourites it’s very much a case 
of the Great British Bakery and Dessert 
Take-Off. With another Bake-Off series 
next summer, we’ll once again watch tasty 
bakes come to life – and many more of us 
will be tempted by these goodies.”

Burgers top the list as 2015 dining trend 
Research by Bookatable has revealed that the biggest British dining trends of 2015, were Burgers, Scandinavian 
food and barbecue restaurants.

Joe Steele, CEO of Bookatable, said: 
“2015 has undoubtedly been the year of 
burgers, brunch and bubbles.  It is really 
interesting to see the trends that come to 
light when looking back over the last 12 
months of British dining. Scandinavian food 
continues to grow in popularity with Brits, 
while we’ve seen a decline in bookings for 
Nepalese, contemporary Italian and Pakistani 
food, perhaps due to people becoming even 

more adventurous with their dining.
“The rise of breakfast and brunch bookings 

echo the growing trend to seize the day, 
particularly with City dwellers. As a restaurant 
booking service, we cater for everyone and 
these results show how diverse Brits taste 
and dining requirements continue to be.”

Bookatable added 71 new burger 
restaurants to its portfolio in 2015 and saw 
30,000 bookings in 2015, 900 bookings 

were reported for Scandinavian cuisine 
and 750 bookings were made for barbecue 
restaurants.

Breakfast bookings have increased by 24% 
year-on-year and working lunches are also 
up 25%.

Areas that have seen a drop in sales are, 
Nepalese, Pakistani and Contemporary Italian 
cuisine. All of these have seen the biggest 
year-on-year decrease in terms of bookings.

Sweet treats high on the menu for UK shoppers after latest launch
Brits looking for sweet grab-and-
go items bagged themselves 
1.5 billion servings of cakes, 
croissants, cookies and pastries 
in 2015, according to the latest 
research by global information 
company NPD Group.

Since the year ending September 2010, 
annual servings of cakes are up 9.6% and 
it’s a similar story for croissants (up 21%), 
cookies (up 18%), brownies (up 72%) and 
muffins (up 27%).

High street coffee shops are however 
performing well in the market, serving 186 
million sweet treats in the same year-long 
period.
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News Round-up

Although cod is the second most 
purchased fish in the UK, with only 
salmon sales are higher a YouGov survey 
carried out for the MSC,  found that 
more than one in three UK adults (35%) 
admitted that they don’t know if cod is 
sustainable or not, and whether people 
should (or should not) be eating it. 

Almost three in ten of those surveyed 
(28%) said they think there are plentiful 
supplies of cod and it is a sustainable 
choice of fish, but the same number 
(28%) said they believed the opposite: 
that cod is not sustainable and that 
people should actively avoid eating it 
where possible.  

Commenting on the survey findings, 
Toby Middleton, Programme Director for 
MSC in the UK, said: “It’s no wonder that 
a lot of people are completely confused 
about cod. Over the last decade, 
campaigners have been telling people to 
avoid eating cod from the North Sea, and 
other places where it’s been overfished. 
That has stuck in people’s minds, but it 
doesn’t mean you need to avoid all cod – it 
can be sourced sustainably from Icelandic 
or Norwegian waters, for example.  

“As a shopper or diner, it can be hard 
to remember what’s sustainable and what 
isn’t, but the simple way for shoppers to 
tell if cod has been sustainably sourced is 
to look for the MSC ecolabel, as it gives an 
independent assurance that it was fished 
responsibly and is traceable from ocean to 

plate.”
Recent research suggests that North 

Sea cod could also be making a comeback 
in the near future, after several years of 
being ‘off the menu’ for ethical eaters.  It 
was seriously overfished during the 1980s 
and 1990s, but strict catch controls were 
imposed in 2006 and since then fish 
numbers have recovered considerably 
thanks to a concerted effort by the fishing 
industry.

This is sure to be popular news with fish 
and chip fanatics with many stating that it 
is their fish of choice when eating at one of 

Ten years after North Sea cod stocks came close to collapse, 
consumers are still “completely confused” about whether or not 
they can eat cod with a clear conscience, according to the Marine 
Stewardship Council (MSC).

Fish & Chip customers confused about 
advice on cod 

The New Canalside Cafe on James 
Dunne Avenue in Vauxhall’s Eldonian Village 
was established by social care provider, 
Bootle-based New Directions and will offer 
those suffering from disabilities the chance 
to acquire catering and customer service 
skills.

The cafe provides clients from its day 
services with the opportunity to learn a 
range of useful life and work skills.

According to Lesley Henderson, who 
manages a number of similar projects run 
by New Directions, this success could result 
in the scope of the cafe operation being 
extended to include more function business 
and possible weekend opening.

Talking to reporters in Liverpool she 
said: “It’s very encouraging to see how 
well the cafe is doing from both a staff and 
customer point of view.

“Our service users really appreciate 
the opportunity to be involved, and our 
customers value their enthusiasm and 
commitment, and that everything in the 
cafe is homemade, from our soups to our 
cakes.”

Penny Fell, New Directions chief 
operating officer, added: “I would like to 
congratulate the staff who have helped to 
create this excellent service.”

New Directions was established in Sefton 
in 2007 and remains at the forefront of the 
local care sector, with a team of around 400 
staff providing a wide range of services for 

A cafe set up in Liverpool to 
help Sefton residents with 
disabilities has been highly 
praised.

Café offers skills 
training to those 
suffering with 
disabilities

Letting customers ‘charge up’ can boost sales for cafes
Offering phone charging points can boost the time consumers spend in 
a restaurant or café according to a survey.

A recent survey has revealed that 50% of 
respondents would be more inclined to spend 
longer in a restaurant or café ordering extra 
items such as drinks, snacks or desserts if 
the operator offered the facility to charge their 
phone.

40% of those surveyed would become 
more loyal as a customer to a pub, bar, 
restaurant or café, if they were offered a 
way to charge their phones, and 43% would 
actively seek out somewhere with a charging 
service via an app.

Ashley Sheppard, group commercial 
director, Call Systems Technology, said: 
“Make sure your customers are connected! 
This is the key message we are seeing from 
our research.

“Today’s generation clearly values being 
charged and connected regardless of where 
they are. As an operator it’s a very simple 
service to offer at a basic level of customer 
service, which will not only enhance the 
experience, loyalty and dwell time.”
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Adam’s Cash & 
Carry entice new 
customers with 
cashback offer 
Adam’s Cash & Carry one of the 
UK’s most trusted businesses 
in the foodservice sector are 
welcoming new customers with a 
rather pleasing cashback offer.

All new businesses that sign up with the 
wholesaler will receive cashback worth 
£50 after their first two orders. All the new 
customer has to do is place two orders 
totalling at least £500 and they will receive 
the cashback off their third order.

The Peterborough-based, family run 
business is well established in the food 
industry, supplying a wide range of 
companies for well over 20 years.

Speaking about the businesses success 
and their commitment to providing the best 
service for their customers, Faisal Aziz, 
Director at Adam’s Cash & Carry said: “Over 
the last 20 years we’ve built a business 
based not only on the quality and price 
of the goods we provide but also on the 
superior quality of the service we give to our 
customers.

“We value our customers above all and 
we guarantee to meet and exceed the 
demands of existing and new customers 
alike. As an Adams customer you’ll soon 
discover what makes us different from the 
rest.

“Your business lies at the heart of ours 
by offering you more product lines, more 
special offers and more opportunities to 
help your business stay competitive even in 
these competitive times.

“If you’re in the food industry then 
experience for yourself the wealth of 
products available to you and the wealth of 
knowledge, expertise and support that only 
we can give.”

New customers to Adam’s Cash & Carry 
can also benefit from the companies price 
match policy and free delivery on large 
orders.

Honest Burgers has been named the second fastest-growing private 
company in the Sunday Times Fast Track 100 list.

Honest Burgers named one of fastest 
growing independents as food performs 

The burger chain, founded in 2011, has 
expanded to 10 sites this year and reported 
sales of £6.9m. The chain also secured £7m 
investment from Active Private Equity to 
fund expansion, with the aim of doubling the 
number of sites by the end of next year.

The annual list, ranks Britain’s private 
companies with the fastest growing sales 
and this year, includes 18 food and drink 
companies.

Bill’s Restaurants moved up five places 
to 14th showing 107.99% growth, pub and 
restaurant operator New World Trading 
debuted at 20th on the list up 95.55%, and 

Scottish brewer BrewDog, which has 
featured on the list since 2012 ranked 
35th + 71.04%, five places higher than 
last year.

Other operators debuting on the list 
include Giggling Squid at 42 +68.44%, 
Ed’s Easy Diner at 66 + 57.10% and Byron 
Burgers at 90 +46.67%.

Companies had to be registered in the 
UK and be independent, unquoted and 
ultimate holding companies. Sales growth 
was measured over the last three financial 
years and annualised sales had to exceed 
£250,000.

The Foodservice Price Index (FPI) has 
been developed as a more accurate and 
relevant alternative to the government’s 
Consumer Price Index (CPI), which until 
now has been the only inflation index 
available to food purchasing professionals 
to measure success.

David Read, CEO of Prestige Purchasing, 
said: “While the CPI data is relevant for 
consumers and retail supermarkets, it 
doesn’t reflect prices on offer to caterers.

“Buyers who rely on CPI may be acting 
in an ill-informed manner when negotiating 
with suppliers. This is because the CPI is 

calculated using supermarket selling prices 
instead of foodservice wholesale prices, 
and we now know that these market 
movements are distinctly different.”

The FPI will be based on a basket of 
goods but gathered from wholesalers 
rather than retailers, which includes 
hot beverages, bread, cereal, fish, food 
products, fruit, meat, milk, cheese, eggs, 
oils and fats, soft drinks, sugar, jam, 
syrups, chocolate, confectionary and 
vegetables. It will show price fluctuations 
across each of these categories, as well as 
for the whole basket.

Pricing trends to be more transparent after 
December announcement
Foodservice operators were able to access more relevant information 
on food price trends from December, thanks to a new joint venture 
from Prestige Purchasing and CGA Strategy, the business intelligence 
and networking platform.
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Independent research commissioned by British Organic Dairy brand Rachel’s has revealed that 80% of people 
think coffee shops/cafes should tell their customers that they use organic milk in the same way as they 
highlight the use of fair trade products. 

Notably however, when questioned less 
than half confirmed that their regular cafe/
coffee shop told them which type of milk 
they used. 

With over 75% of UK consumers having 
purchased a hot beverage (drink in or 
takeaway) from a café or coffee shop in the 
last 12 months, the survey also revealed that 
over half most frequently purchased a milk-
based hot drink*. Popular choices included 
cappuccino and latte, demonstrating the 
significance of milk in out of home hot 
beverage offerings.

And whilst the coffee itself of course 
plays a huge part in the overall beverage, 
the survey revealed that the quality and 
provenance of the milk used was particularly 
important to British consumers.  

Over half of frequent purchasers (i.e. those 
purchasing more than one hot beverage a 
day) said they would prefer their regular café 

/coffee shop to use organic milk.  And of 
those who stated a preference for the use of 
organic milk, over 50% said they did so as 
they believed it was a better quality product. 

 ‘’It’s clear that the use of organic British 
milk is important to UK consumers’’ says 
Chris Huggon, Rachel’s Brand Manager. 
‘’Yet our research has highlighted a distinct 
lack of communication when it comes to 
operators making people aware of the type 
of milk they use.’’

‘‘There is a real opportunity for those 
looking to give themselves a point of 
difference to utilise this demand for organic 
British milk by using Rachel’s products and 
point of sale. And the message is loud and 
clear…customers want to know about it.’’

‘’We will be developing our outlet point 
of sale in the coming months for new and 
current accounts that list Rachel’s milk 
to help share this message. In addition 

Rachel’s research highlights importance of milk in hot beverages 

Rachel’s will be the official milk sponsor 
of the London Coffee Festival. This will 
strengthen our message as the best organic 
milk brand to partner with coffee.’’ 

th or injury to their employees and the 
public or put them at risk. These offences 
can have very serious consequences and it 
is important that sentences reflect these.”

Start-ups and SMEs boosted by U-Select Scheme
PKL Group, the UK’s leading supplier of temporary and permanent modular kitchens as well as commercial 
catering equipment for hire has launched their U-Select scheme.

The new arm to the business will offer 
companies of all sizes the chance to seek 
advice and procure commercial catering 
equipment via a range of different options.

U-Select will provide outlets such as coffee 
shops, sandwich bars, cafes, restaurants 
and pubs through to large or public sector 
companies who are planning on acquiring 
catering equipment, a range of different 
options.  

Once a business has an idea of what they 
need, they can choose from a range of flexible 
options which includes rental, hire and lease 
purchase and a choice of new or U-Select 
stock equipment. 

There’s even an option for businesses just 
starting out or who would rather utilise capital 
elsewhere, where U-Select will buy the choice 
of new equipment and hire it back to the 
caterer. 

There are six options to choose from, 
including Quick Start Hire, Try It, Buy It and 
Flexi-Hire 

Talking at the event launch in London, 
Lee Vines, Managing Director of PKL Group 
said: “The growth in the UK’s food culture 
including coffee shops, sandwich bars and 
gastro pubs means there’s an increased 

requirement for quality catering equipment 
but it can sometimes be difficult for caterers 
know where to start, have the capital available 
straight away or to know how to specify the 
right equipment for the job.”

One business to successfully try the 
U-Select scheme is Burgers@N8, a start-up 
business in Crouch End, London, speaking 
about how the concept helped, co-founder, Ali 
Mehmet said:

“When we were opening the restaurant we 
wanted to remain independent; we had a very 
clear idea of what we wanted to achieve with 
Burgers@ and handing over control of this 
concept to investors really wasn’t something 
we wanted to consider. 

“U-Select provided us with a flexible 
funding option which meant we were able to 
retain full control of our business but without 
compromising our catering needs.”
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London Union to create ‘World’s Greatest 
Street Food Market’ with £3.5m Crowdfund
Street food is big business in London right now, 
and last week saw the launch of a whopping £3.5m 
crowdfunding campaign, which aims to raise money 
for a new permanent street food market in central 
London.

The campaign has been launched by London Union, a company 
formed by Street Feast’s Jonathan Downey and Leon founder Henry 
Dimbleby, and which is backed by an impressive line-up of founder 
investors, such as Nigella Lawson, Polpo’s Russell Norman, Jamie 
Oliver and Yotam Ottolenghi. 

The idea is that this market will become a flagship market for 
central London, and sit alongside 12 local markets (there are 
currently four). The markets will aim to host 200 street food pitches, 
and 100 bars which will cater to a potential 4m visitors. 

Speaking about the launch Jonathan Downey, co-founder 
of London Union, said: “We founded London Union to 
transform London’s food landscape, turning underused and derelict 
corners of the city into vibrant street food markets. In Lewisham, 
for example, we transformed Model Market — an abandoned 
1950s market — into one of south east London’s most popular 
weekend destinations, with around 4,000 visitors each week.”

Henry Dimbleby, co-founder of London Union, said: “Although 
only five months old, London Union is already very profitable. 
This profitability enables us to open commercially-sustainable 
markets that bring communities together, create employment and 
provide opportunities for new food entrepreneurs to establish 
themselves without requiring large amounts of capital. We are 
doing this fundraising so we can move fast to open the world-class, 
permanent street food market that London deserves.”

‘Union Members’ - including over 60 street food traders and 
advisory board members who have already invested through 
previous rounds - will help to determine the future of the business. 
At the company’s Annual General Eating they will all come together 
to eat, drink, listen, learn and vote together on major decisions.”

There are a number of benefits available to investors (the full 
range of which can be seen on the crowdfunding site), such as 
invitations to openings and preview parties, annual bar tabs and the 
opportunity to review a restaurant with Giles Coren (The Times) or 
Tom Parker Bowles (The Mail). 

In an exclusive interview with QuickBite Henry added: “This is 
something that I have wanted to do for such a long time, ever since 
I started to take my kids to the site at Dalston market.

“It’s a fantastic venture and it’s a really sociable place where 
people can go in the day and then stay later into the evening as 
they wish. 

“The crowdfunding will allow for more people to enjoy street food 
and the products that these small businesses create, it’s great for 
the community and we hope to expand this so that everyone can 
enjoy this great food.”

The company also plans to open markets in North America and 
Europe. 



Early reports suggest that McDonald’s all-day breakfast has been a success 

The NPD study, which is based on 
its receipt harvesting service, Checkout 
TrackingSM, suggests that there was 
a sizeable lift in breakfast food orders 
throughout the day at the time their research 
was conducted.

Looking at the purchase behaviour of 
McDonald’s breakfast buyers who purchased 
breakfast foods beyond traditional breakfast 
hours, NPD found that a third of these buyers 
had not purchased from McDonald’s at 
all prior to the all-day breakfast launch on 
October 6. 

Among consumers purchasing breakfast 
foods at McDonald’s during lunch hours, 61 
percent of their receipts also included non-
breakfast items, which contributed to a bump 
in average spend.

Bonnie Riggs, NPD restaurant industry 
analyst and author of the study said: “This 
preliminary review of McDonald’s all-day 

breakfast offer suggests consumers are 
receptive to ordering McDonald’s breakfast 
foods beyond traditional breakfast hours.

“It’s early and there are other questions 
to answer as time goes on, but for now it is 
working.”

Orders of breakfast foods throughout the 

day increased from 39 percent pre-launch 
to 47 percent post-launch, according to 
the NPD Checkout Tracking study, which 
analysed a database containing receipts 
from more than 27,000 McDonald’s static 
buyers who visited before and after the 
McDonald’s all-day breakfast launch.

According to a study by the NPD Group, the initial signs are good for the burger giant and has found that the 
two-month-old all-day breakfast offering, has been successful in attracting new or lapsed buyers. Findings also 
suggested that there is a direct increase in lunch visits. 

Weymouth based Bennetts Fish & Chips, has added £100K to turnover just eight months after a renovation to 
its branch earlier in the year.

Manager of the restaurant and takeaway 
Mark Bennett decided to inject some energy 
and colour into the business after taking 
over the reins from his father who owns the 
shop.

He started by re-branding the restaurant 
from its previous name ‘Bennetts on the 
Waterfront’ to ‘Bennetts Fish & Chips’, 
which has had an incredible response.  

Mark said: “Some people didn’t even 
realise we were a fish & chip shop. The 
new bright and vibrant signage is helping 
to attract more customers including crews 
from visiting ships.

Further investments have been made 
into a modern, stylish internal décor. The 
investment into the new look has paid off 
and Mark has enjoyed a sales increase of 
£100K since January this year.

Bennett’s also has announced plans to 
grow the mobile side of the business, having 
already successfully catered for music 
festivals like Glastonbury and Carfest which 
is run by BBC Radio 2 host Chris Evans.

Renovated fish and chip shop sees huge rise in turnover

News Round-up
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Of those surveyed, 0% identified takeaways 
as having the best choice with fast food 
outlets close behind with just 2% of the vote.  

This lack of choice of suitable dishes is the 
greatest concern for those who have special 
dietary requirements, with 40% saying this is 
what they worry about the most when they 
eat out.

However, in the grab and go market, Marks 

A new survey has revealed that takeaways and fast food outlets 
were identified as the type of establishments that were not offering 
consumers the best choice of ‘free from’ dishes.

Study reveals fast food outlets ignore free 
from dishes

The guidelines which were 
published in mid-November are 
aiming to ensure a consistent, 
fair and proportionate approach 
to sentencing organisations or 
individuals convicted of corporate 
manslaughter, health and safety 
and food safety offences.

New sentencing 
guidelines released 
surrounding food safety 
and hygiene offences 

Offences that come under the guidelines 
are very varied and could a restaurant that 
causes an outbreak of E. coli poisoning 
through unsafe food preparation, or a 
manufacturer that causes injury to a 
new worker by not providing training for 
operating machinery.

The publication of the guidelines 
ensures that for the first time, there will 
be comprehensive sentencing guidelines 
covering the most commonly sentenced 
health and safety offences and food safety 
offences in England and Wales. 

Until now, there has been limited guidance 
for judges and magistrates in dealing with 
what can be complex and serious offences 
that do not come before the courts as 
frequently as some other criminal offences.

The introduction of the guidelines 
means that in some cases, offenders will 
receive higher penalties, particularly large 
organisations committing serious offences 
– such as when an organisation is convicted 
of deliberately breaking the law and creating 
a high risk of death or serious injury. It is 
not anticipated that there will be higher 
fines across the board, or that they will be 
significantly higher in the majority of cases 
to those currently imposed.

Talking about the new guidelines, Rod 
Ainsworth, Director of Regulatory and Legal 
Strategy at the Food Standards Agency 
said: “We welcome these guidelines. They 
will ensure that there is consistency in 
sentencing for food safety and food hygiene 
offences across the country. They will also 
ensure that offenders are sentenced fairly 
and proportionately in the interests of 
consumers.”

Sentencing Council member Michael 
Caplan QC added: “These guidelines 
will introduce a consistent approach to 
sentencing, ensuring fair and proportionate 
sentences for those who cause death or 
injury to their employees and the public 
or put them at risk. These offences can 
have very serious consequences and it is 
important that sentences reflect these.”

News Round-up

& Spencer Foodhall was seen as the best 
caterer (43%) for those with special dietary 
requirements, followed by Pret A Manger in 
second with 18% of the vote.

The survey also revealed that 
improvement can be made in staff training 
as 30% said team members were not well 
trained on the ingredients in dishes. 

As part of their annual research into the UK independent cafe 
industry, Bizdaq have found that the sector is flourishing in the UK.

UK independent cafe industry flourishing 

Data revealed that there was a 120% 
increase in the number of people looking 
to buy a coffee shop in the previous 12 
months, making them most sought after 
small business in the UK.

Cafes have always been in demand with 
buyers, as many view cafes as a lifestyle 
business, however the improved economy 
has led to a thriving independent cafe scene 
and the rise of niche cafes. The average 
leasehold asking price of cafes in the UK 
comes between £50,000 and £75,000 with 

the majority of cafes reporting a turnover 
of between £75,000 and £100,000. 

At this level of asking price, cafes 
continue to be the UK’s most sought after 
small business with potential buyers. 

Speaking about the results, Sean 
Mallon, CEO at Bizdaq, explained: “Our 
findings demonstrate that potential 
cafe owners don’t have to spend huge 
amounts of money on leasing a property 
to make a healthy profit.

“With the present renaissance in the UK 
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News in brief

Patisserie Valerie report huge rise in revenue 
after bumper 2015 strong third quarter
Patisserie Holdings, the parent company of Patisserie Valerie, 
has reported a 20% increase in revenue to £91.9m for their 
year-end.

Patisserie Valerie opened 26 new sites in the last 14 
months, including its first designer factory outlet store, 
second motorway service station site and further expansion in 
Scotland.

Beverages account for around a third of sales (31%), whilst 
cakes and slices account for 27%, breakfast 13%, lunch 14%, 
whole gateaux 9% and afternoon tea and impulse lines 5%.

Speaking about the success, Luke Johnson, executive 
chairman of Patisserie Holdings, said: “We are pleased to 
announce another record year for the Group where we have 
delivered excellent financial results. We strengthened our team 
following our IPO on AIM and have seen the benefits this year 
with new ideas and products enhancing our brands’ reach.

“We are well positioned for future organic growth and 
acquisitions and I am particularly pleased to be able to 
announce our maiden dividend. Our pipeline for new stores is 
strong and I am confident of another successful year ahead.”

Saturday is Patisserie Valerie’s busiest trading day, 
accounting for 20% of all sales, however sales have increased 
between Monday and Thursday accounting for around 13% of 
sales per day.

The Group also acquired sandwich delivery firm Philpotts 
in February 2014, the business has returned EBITDA of £2.8m 
in the 19 months since acquisition. The business is now fully 
integrated into the group.

Gross profit also increased by 19.7% to £71m and EBITDA 
hit £18.8m, up 22.9% on the previous year.be around £13m and 
Greggs expects that the facility will be brought into use in the 
second half of 2016.

Harris + Hoole Losses continue to 
mount up 
 
Harris + Hoole have deepened after 
the continuing rapid expansion of 
the business with 22 new openings 
bringing the total to 45.  
Given the changed focus at Tesco, 
and despite the improving operational 
performance at Harris + Hoole, Tesco’s 
forward commitment to the business 
and its further expansion will no doubt 
be under ongoing review.

The rapid pace of expansion led to 
pre-tax losses of £25.6m compared to 
£12.8m the previous year.

The company’s accounts, recently 
filed at Companies House, reveal that 
the business will require £6m of further 
funding from Tesco up to the end of 
2017 in order to meet its financial 
obligations, and Tesco will apparently 
continue to provide up to £7.5 million 
support over the next year, having 
already loaned the business £48 million.

A spokesperson for Harris + Hoole 
said: “These results cover the period 
ending 1 March this year and clearly 
reflect a challenging trading period for 
us – but since these results were filed 
we’ve seen encouraging trends in our 
like-for-like trading. We’ve also put in 
place a series of measures to stabilise 
and consolidate the operating model of 
the business. As a result, we have solid 
foundations to support our long term 
ambitions to become the high street 
leader in quality coffee.”

 
Leon continue rapid growth with 
32nd site  

Leon has opened its tenth new 
branch since January in King’s Cross 
St Pancras, the 32nd Leon in total.

Marketing manager Rachael Gough, 
said: “This is a big one for us – we can’t 
wait to serve fresh food in thirty seconds 
from our thirty-second site.”

They are currently neighbouring PRS 
for Music and Louis Vuitton, and will 
soon be joined by Google, Havas and 
Universal Music. The 54-seat Leon is 
situated moments away from St Pancras 
Station.. 
 
Ex-homeless to sell coffee alongside 
Big Issue 
 
Big Issue vendors are set to start 
selling coffee out of a number of 
mobile carts across London. 

Change Please coffee, a new brand 
being backed by the Big Issue and Old 
Spike Roastery, has launched and will 
see people who used to be homeless 
selling coffee from eight carts in areas 
across central London, including Covent 
Garden and Borough.

The brand will service ‘premium, 
ethically-sourced coffee’ and offer its six 
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baristas the London Living Wage. The 
number of employees is expected to 
double by the end of the year.

Cemal Ezel, co-founder of Old Spike 
Roastery and partner of the scheme, 
told The Independent: “We guarantee 
that this programme will make a 
significant contribution to helping 
alleviate the homeless problem across 
the country – if we can get a small 
proportion of coffee drinkers to simply 
change where they buy their coffee, we 
really could change the world.” 
 
Gluten-free café heads to Norwich 
 
Norwich’s first dedicated gluten-free 
café is set to open next month.

cannot tell the difference.”
The café will open from 8:30am to 7pm 

on weekdays and Saturdays and from 
10am to 4pm on Sunday. The café will also 
operate a retail site upstairs. 
 
Patty & Bun keep on growing with 
2016 opening planned 
 
Burger restaurant Patty & Bun has 
secured its fourth site on Old Compton 
Road, which is due to open in early 
2016. 

Joe Grossman, founder of Patty & Bun, 
said: “The next opening for Patty & Bun 
was something we had to consider very 
carefully and we were provided with this 
great option.

“Now, we look forward to bringing 
the ultimate comfort food and a truly 
memorable burger experience to the west 
end.”   

Set across two floors the layout will 
feature the same stripped-back interior as 
Patty & Bun’s James Street location.

 
R H Hall announce win at awards 
night 
 
R H Hall one of the UK’s leading 
catering equipment suppliers have 
announced a big win for one of their 
bestsellers.

The Smeg ALFA144XE1 fought off fierce 
competition from Rational, Frima & Burco 
to secure the top spot as a Winner at the 
2015 Product Excellence Awards– in the 
Ranges & Ovens Category.

The win was announced at the awards 
ceremony on 3rdDecember and Kris 
Brearley, Sales Director collected the 
award, adding – “We couldn’t be more 
pleased that the Smeg ALFA144XE1 has 
received the recognition it deserves in 
the industry – a fantastic win for us and 
Smeg!”

News in brief

The café will be run by Louisa Kiddell 
and Tony Garrick who already run The 
Gluten-Free Shop at Hellesdon Barns. The 
duo will renovate a site in Timberhill for the 
café.

Talking to reporters Tony said: “There has 
been demand amongst our customers for 
us to open a shop in the city centre, and 
also for an eating establishment, so the 
new premises seemed like the logical next 
step.”

Whilst Louisa added: “We’re still 
developing the menu, but we are very 
excited that we will be able to offer 
something for everyone, whether people 
have coeliac disease or are following a 
gluten- or wheat-free diet.

“We also want to show people that 
gluten-free food can be as delicious and 
appetising as regular wheat, rye and 
barley-based foods, and in most cases you 
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Breakfast
Consumers are constantly reminded that breakfast is 
the most important meal of the day. Despite this, with 
the ever changing work and lifestyle commitments, a 
huge number of people still skip their morning meal.



When it comes to the world of foodservice 
there is plenty of scope to take advantage 
of the grab and go nature of the transient 
population. Offering products or menu 
items that can fit in with the hectic 
lifestyles and limited time of customers is 
vital. 

Some research by the NPD Group has 
now revealed how Breakfast contributes 
to an increasing proportion of QSR traffic.

In total nearly 11% of all visits to QSRs 
and food-to-go outlets are breakfast 
visits, a sector that has been growing by 
almost a third in the last 5 years. 

In real terms, breakfast now equates to 
640 million visits in the year ending 2015 
and fiscally breakfast generates £2bn 
pounds to the QSR channel.

Retailers and Coffee Shops are the two 
biggest providers of breakfast in the QSR 
channel. They alone account for almost 
half of all breakfast traffic in the sector. 
However, they are very closely followed by 
Burger outlets and Bakeries.

Although thought to be less valuable, a 
breakfast visit is on average worth £3.10 
which is only 52p less than the total 
average visit.

It was also revealed that breakfast in 
the QSR channel tends to be a lonely 
occasion as 80% of all visits is eaten by a 
person alone. 

Muriel Illig, Account Manager in the NPD 
group commented “Although Breakfast 
is performing well, operators must not 
become complacent. There is still more 
opportunity to be grabbed in the QSR 
sector; this would come by developing 
more social breakfast occasions and more 
suitable offers to women. Overall, as it 
is the case in the food service market in 
general, innovation will be essential to 
sustain the performance”.

With breakfast therefore playing such 
a big part in the sector we thought we 
would look at some of the latest trends 
and hear just how some of the leading 
businesses in this sector are performing. 

On the panel: 

Mohammed Essa, General Manager, 
Aviko UK & Ireland. John Broad, Barista 
Training and Development Manager, 
Ringtons. Nathan Siekierski, Director, 
Jaspers Catering. Matthew Tuffee, 
Sales and Marketing Manager, Cimbali 
UK Joe Carnell Founder, UGOT. Henry 
Dimbleby, Co-Founder,  
LEON Sonia Armanet, Senior Category 
Marketing Manager, Tulip Ltd. Jacqui 
Passmore, Marketing Manager UK 
and Ireland Dawn Foods. Mariam 
French, Head of Marketing and Product 
Development for Coup de Pates

How important is the 
breakfast market when it 
comes to food-to-go and 
QSRs?

There are two main considerations for 
those using the grab and go market in 
the UK, they are speed and cost, looking 
at why these factors are important to 
the customers and what getting the 
offing right can do for your business, 
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Mohammed Essa, told us: “The breakfast 
market is booming and a recent survey 
revealed Brits are spending £76million 
every day on eating breakfast out-of-
home. 

“Our own research also recently found 
that almost a third of people eat breakfast 
out at least once a week, so there is a 
growing window of opportunity for food-
to-go and QSR operators – particularly as 
modern day demands and time pressures 
increase. Operators who carefully 
consider their morning menus can really 
reap the rewards in terms of profit.” 

John Broad backed this up and hinted 
that speed was key to turning over a good 
profit, he said: “In an increasingly busy 
world, demand for food on-the-go is only 
growing in prominence and breakfast is 
as popular as any other time of the day 
within the take-away or quick service 
dining industry – an argument supported 
by Kantar Worldpanel research which 
shows an increase of 13.2% of Brits 
having breakfast on the go.   

“With the same research citing speed as 
one of the most important elements of 
breakfast the morning rush represents a 

great opportunity for take-away operators 
and quick service restaurants to grow 
their operation and customer base in 
order to meet this emerging market.” 
Joe Carnell also hinted that speed was 
important stating that ‘people are never 
more in a rush than in the mornings. To 
provide a balanced, quick and nutritious 
breakfast to morning commuters is key to 
making an accurate QSR model. Nathan 
Siekierski also echoed this saying 
‘Breakfast is second only to lunch time, 
therefore the breakfast market right 
is essential to industry players being 
successful. If you don’t get your breakfast 
market right then you will find the lunch 
time offering far less profitable.’

From a financial viewpoint Matthew 
Tuffee told us that, the breakfast market 
generates £2bn for the QSR channel, 
accounting for 11% of all visits and up 
by a third over the last five years which 
supports strong growth in the sector. 

Looking at the way hot drinks can boost 
your offering John added: “As a tea and 
coffee provider, breakfast-time hot drinks 
have always been a prominent part of our 
business sales and we have certainly seen 
an increase in clients within the quick 

service restaurant market offering a wider 
range of breakfast options, a trend we 
think will only grow in prominence as the 
food service market diversifies as a whole 
and one movement we feel operators 
should optimise.”   

Extending the trading hours of cafes 
is something that has been mentioned 
by many in the industry and including 
Henry Dimbleby who said: “Breakfast is 
hugely important for us and you get a real 
opportunity to extend your trading hours 
should you get the offering right. We do a 
wide range of breakfast items from toast 
and porridge to muffins and poached egg 
pots, all of which are perfect to grab-and-
go.” 

Breakfast is a key footfall driver within 
QSR’s, accounting for just under 20% of 
all annual visits and Sonia Armanet told 
us that as the economy is recovering and 
consumer’s confidence continues to grow, 
breakfast is set to be the battle ground 
for the on the go sector, whilst the pub 
sector is increasingly offering attractive 
meal deals and a wider range of breakfast 
items to suit all needs also.

Discovering why the market was 
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booming, Jacqui Passmore explained 
that the change has been attributed to an 
increase in weekend breaks, convenience 
and grabbing something on the commute, 
putting more pressure on the operators to 
provide more diverse breakfast offerings. 
“These things give plenty of opportunities 
for food to go and QSR outlets to 
capitalise on the massive opportunity, she 
said.”
Recent research has shown that eating 
breakfast on the go is on the increase in 
Britain, as it is claimed that 9.1m now eat 
out for breakfast daily, and one-in-three 
eat breakfast away from home at least 
once a week. 

What changes can 
businesses make in the 
breakfast market to grow 
their trade?

With breakfast on the rise therefore, we 
must look at the changes that can be 
made by all operators to ensure that they 
are maximising their potential. One of 
the easiest changes that can be made 
is the option to trade up as Mohammed 
Essa outlines: “Giving customers the 
opportunity to ‘trade up’ their breakfast 
can lead to increased profits. Hash 
browns for example are an essential menu 

item due to their popularity so present a 
huge profit opportunity for QSR operators. 
In fact, 68% of people think a great British 
breakfast should include them and 80% 
of people would expect to pay 50p more if 
their breakfast was served with one. They 
are also easy to ‘up-sell’ as part of an 
add-on to bacon or sausage baps – doing 
the latter could increase the revenue per 
ticket by as much as 30%+.

“Platefill is an important consideration 
when operators are looking to grow their 
trade and creating profitable breakfast 
menus while still giving customers good 
value for money. Aviko’s Hash Browns, 
for example, are 63g versus the market 
standard of approximately 50g, meaning 
improved platefill and, as a result, 
improved profits. 

“In addition, offering ‘Pick ‘n’ Mix’ 
breakfast options can increase breakfast 
sales by giving customers the freedom to 
choose their favourite items. It’s a great 
way to create custom-made dishes for 
a fixed price and tap into the growing 
appetite for interactive, build-your-own 
meals.”

Speed is one of the key factors in the 
market according to Matthew Tuffee who 

explained: “People are generally pushed 
for time in the morning and knowing that 
they can pick up a decent breakfast at 
a favourite outlet where the food will be 
fresh and tasty and the coffee expertly 
brewed counts for a lot.”

He also spoke about having great food 
and a poor hot beverage offer or vice 
versa and how it just won’t cut it in an 
increasingly competitive market in which 
consumers have come to expect a quality 
offer as a given.  Consistency in the 
breakfast offer therefore becomes critical.  
This inevitably means some operators will 
need to invest the necessary resources 
to drive up quality so they can meet 
consumer expectations or risk losing 
business.  

John Broad also hinted that trading up 
was important and suggests that hot 
drinks are the perfect way to do this, 
“In terms of the breakfast hot drinks 
market, the best method to grow sales is 
to ensure you have a quality product on 
offer – after all customers will vote with 
their feet and won’t return to a venue 
which serves a poor tea or coffee,” he 
said.  Sonia Armanet followed this up by 
suggesting that hot drinks are the prime 
driver when it comes to choosing where 
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to buy breakfast from, so by offering a 
strong, quality hot drink menu combined 
with a good seating area will allow for a 
growing footfall during breakfast. 

“Consumers want it ‘my way’ when it 
comes to hot drinks so personalisation is 
set to be a growing trend going forward. 
Fresh juice/smoothie bars are also seeing 
strong growth in 2014 vs. 2013 +6% in 
value and +4% in volume, as it fulfils the 
needs & trend for freshness, nutrition and 
well-being, and should therefore be part 
of the overall offer.

For Henry Dimbleby it was menu 
expansion that excited him the most, 
saying “Expand your offering and making 
it easy to buy is the first thing. By making 
sure that the delicious menu items 
that you sell are available quickly and 
conveniently is a huge must.

“Hot breakfasts are also popular and with 
such a large transient population, serving 
them hot food to take away really ticks 
the boxes, that’s why we put a lot of time 
into our menus.” 

Grab and go customers are also more 
conscious about the foods that they 
eat and getting a healthy breakfast was 
important to Jacqui Passmore, she 
said: “Breakfast isn’t just about the best 
deal, consumers are discerning when it 
comes to quality. They are also looking 
for healthier options but those which also 
give them a sweet fix such as muffins 
and cookies are still popular. Utilising 
products which can either be bought in 
for thaw and serve or require minimal 
input but maximum returns are the best 
options for bakers to keep their breakfast 
to go offering fresh and appealing to 
consumers who are always on the lookout 
for something new.”

Research is obviously key in this industry 
and Mariam French took a look at 
some insight from Allegra Strategies. It 
suggests that coffee shops and cafes are 
the overwhelming choice for out-of-home 
consumers at breakfast time, trumping 
restaurants, pubs and fast food outlets. 

She said: “The figures go as far to 
portray an overwhelming bias towards 
these sites; one which transcends age 

demographic – from 18 to 80, breakfast is 
big business for these outlets. 

“So how can non-traditional players like 
pubs and restaurants catch up? Firstly 
they need to be mindful of the key drivers 
for the popularity of coffee shops and 
cafes and harness these for their own 
operations. Of course, the sheer scale 
of the coffee shop market – currently 
standing at over 15,000 outlets – is vast. 
Where caterers can stamp their mark at 
breakfast is by reproducing the same 
quality and, crucially, variety found on the 
high street.  

“This is where quality, frozen bakery 
breakfast items can really come into their 
own. Coup de pates carries a fantastic 
range of products from trusted staples 
with a high quality edge such as our 
authentic Croissants, made with iconic 
Isigny AOP butter, to products based 

around more traditional Viennoiserie like 
Pain au Lait and Brioche à tête.” 

Thinking a little differently Nathan 
Siekierski suggested some changes that 
you could make away from the food 
offering, suggesting that supplying simple 
added value things like complimentary 
newspapers and magazines really does 
work.

One thing he recommends is promoting 
the next day breakfast service to your 
lunch time audience, something simple 
like ‘coffee happy hour 7am – 8am’ or pre 
order your newspaper for collection with 
your breakfast order. Pre order and collect 
apps for commuters on the way into the 
office are going to play a big part in the 
future. 

What would you say is the 
biggest trend when it comes 
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to breakfast items?

n the current market there is a huge 
demand for innovation. Introducing 
variety to breakfast menus with a unique 
twist on traditional favourites is key to 
attracting new customers and keeping 
existing customers coming back for more. 
Mohammed Essa stated that Aviko’s 
Hash Brown Bites for example, are a spin 
on conventional hash browns, and are 
perfect for hand-held on-the-go options.

Porridge, muffins and pastries are 
everywhere according to Nathan 
Siekierski but he didn’t think any real 
alternatives seem to be jumping out right 
now. “I have seen the reinvention of the 
egg cropping up here and there, coffee 
still dominating in the drinks market – 
breakfast is far less experimental than 
lunch, he said.”

Jacqui Passmore also noted that muffins 
were on the rise quoting Datassential 
MenuTrends who highlighted that muffins 
are currently the most popular bakery 
item and make an ideal breakfast option. 

Dawn Foods have talking this trend head 
on and offer ready to serve American-
Style Muffins which provide a taste of the 
USA and are great for consumers who are 
looking for an indulgent ‘pick me up.’ 

She added: “They can be thawed and 
served as demand requires, allowing 
bakers to add new and exciting flavour 
combinations to the menu, minimum 
wastage. Our muffins are available in 
a range of flavours, from Blueberry to 
Sultana and Lemon, as well as sizes, from 
classic mini to large contemporary tulip, to 
suit all menu types.” 

Research by Matthew Tuffee at Cimbali 
suggests that coffee is the main market 
driver and explained that coffee shops 
and retailers are the two biggest providers 
of breakfast in the QSR sector and the 
breakfast day part tends to be split into 
two, the early morning offer which is 
generally people travelling to and from 
work and the mid-morning snack which is 
basically a late breakfast and accounts for 
up to 30% of sales. 

Whether a customer opts for a savoury 

line such as a breakfast bap or sweet 
pastries or muffins, coffee takes the lion’s 
share of the hot beverage offer and a full 
range of quality speciality coffees has 
become the standard. 

In terms of trends, bakery products 
are easy to eat on the run.  They are 
ready to go, hand hold able and great 
with a steaming cup of freshly brewed 
coffee made with fresh beans and milk.  
Operators are also driven by consumers’ 
demands for innovation, healthy options; 
free from lines and quality at a fair price.  

With speed and ease of service important 
to consumers, Mariam French added: 
“For consumers, impatience is a virtue. It 
seems that in today’s world; if you want 
‘right here, right now’, it’s no problem! As 
people’s lives get busier (both working 
and social), we have less time to get what 
we want. It’s not that our demands have 
become less, on the contrary, we are 
more demanding than ever – we just want 
it here and now! 

“Perhaps this is why 2015 has seen the 
rise of ‘brinner’; the consumer led trend 
for enjoying breakfast items after 6pm. 
Many of the capital’s most popular outlets 
including The Breakfast Club – whose 
sites often have queues of people outside 
long into evening and afternoon. 

“This year even saw London’s first 
cereal café, Cereal Killer, open to much 
excitement. There, you can choose from 
over 100 bowls of cereal from 9.30am-
7pm.Much like the rise of de-formalised 
casual dining, this consumer-led trend for 
‘breakfast on your terms’ shows no sign 
of abating. How long before we see it 
translating on to the high street?”

What new products can we 
expect in 2016?

Looking ahead is always important and 
John Broad thinks that a wiser consumer 
means that businesses are constantly 
looking at new products, he said: “As 
consumers are becoming savvier and 
knowledge of how roast, origin, and 
growing conditions affects the end taste 
of a coffee, we are expecting an even 
greater demand for more coffee options 
on the market – in a similar way to how 
people now know a lot more about 
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wine, consumers are becoming coffee 
connoisseurs.  

“At Ringtons we have plans in place to 
grow our own coffee range and offer 
even more blends to our audience – not 
just for the breakfast market but across 
the board and for clients from hoteliers 
to bars, restaurants and the fast food 
service industry.” 

Understanding diets was important to 
Joe Carnell who called for real diversity 
in the sector, “More diversity in the 
intolerance ranges. From Paleo to Gluten 
free. The demand has never been so 
high. We need to make sure that the 
messages are getting across and that 
those who want to follow a certain diet 
can do so,” he said. 

Nathan Siekierski had a different view 
and thought that we may see more 
traditional items making an appearance, 
“I always think kippers are under placed 
as a hot protein in the mornings – bacon 
is still everywhere but with lots of ‘meat’ 
reduction media stories I think there is a 
place for a kipper option, if that’s a bit too 
‘fishy’ for some people I’ve also seen a 
‘breakfast’ stick which was essential an 
omelette in a bar shape,” he explained.

Leading the way in terms of technology 
some of the most innovative products in 
the breakfast market are currently being 
developed by Cimbali.

They have just launched the S30 Perfect 
Touch, a new generation of ‘super smart’ 
superautomatics featuring future proof 
IoT technology that provides a powerful 
management information system whilst 
delivering exceptional coffee quality.     

The S30 performs well under pressure 
or intermittent use and benefits from 
numerous Cimbali patented technologies 
which make it easy for  QSR operators to 
deliver the quality that consumers now 
expect e.g. MilkPS, which allows even 
the smallest quantity of hot or cold milk 
to be frothed; SmartBoiler boosts steam 
and hot water capacity throughout the 
brewing cycle; the multi award winning 
PGS automatically adjusts the grinder 
to ensure maximum consistency in the 
brewing cycle; plus the TurboSteam 4 
with a new safety feature, a ‘cold touch’ 

steam wand which remains cold, before, 
during and after steam delivery. 

Other new technology includes an 
integral self-cleaning hot chocolate 
powder system with a 1 kg hopper 
which allows the beverage menu to 
be extended with a range of hot and 
cold chocolate drinks.  Plus a new 
self-adjusting spout position which can 
be pre-set for every drink that is pre-
programmed.

The S30 incorporates bi-directional 
Wi-Fi for the two way exchange of 
data which allows remote monitoring 
for quality control; consumption and 
output levels; fault diagnosis; cleaning 
and maintenance purposes. The 
type of data that the machine can 
generate is invaluable to anyone who 
wants to maximize both the operating 
performance and profit potential of the 
beverage menu.

How can businesses 
increase morning revenues 
alongside the busy coffee 
market?

Offering a free hot drink or fruit juice with 
a menu item such as a breakfast bap 
creates added value for the customer 
at very little cost to the operator 
explained Mohammed Essa: “This 
sense of goodwill could be increased 
with the introduction of loyalty cards 
– offering a free breakfast item when 
a customer reaches their fifth meal 
order, for example, will encourage 
repeat business,” he said. Ringtons are 
also looking at this method and John 
Broad told us that they are looking at 
Items which complement or complete a 
morning meal are always well received 
by consumers so special offers which 
incorporate a food items such as a bacon 
roll and a hot drink for a set price, tend to 
be a hit.
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Offering value for money and a simple 
pick and mix option of food and drink will 
keep customer numbers up, make service 
quick for an operator and offer a good 
return, he explained. 

 There is also evidence of more hotels 
offering a breakfast ‘to go’ for those 
guests who are leaving early or are in a 
rush. This also tends to be along the lines 
of a bacon roll / croissant and a hot drink 
to go.

“Increasingly customers are looking for 
healthy and simple food options to go 
alongside a morning coffee so diversifying 
food menus to include porridge, breakfast 
biscuits and fruit with a drink will increase 
versatility and meet all market demand.” 

Traditional methods were important for 
Sonia Armanet who told us to: “Focus 
on breakfast favourites e.g. bacon roll 
alongside healthy alternatives such as 
porridge to fulfil all needs, then offer value 
for money through a meal deal.

“Quality, freshness, authenticity and 
transparency continue to be key values 
consumers are looking for – translating 
these into key messages in-store will help 
drive trust and therefore sales.”
Nathan Siekierski and Jacqui Passmore 
thought that linking breakfast and lunch 
and the inclusion of meal deals were 
important, Nathan saying: “Have a joined 
up offer that connects breakfast and lunch 
and possibly even after work meal, maybe 

even partner up with a local bar and 
cross promote… start selling breakfast 
food under what it will do for you rather 
than what it is e.g. the Maintain energy 
breakfast for brain function and mood. 
“Whilst Jacqui added that: “Meal deals – a 
muffin and free coffee to go for example 
- are still a great way to drive repeat sales 
but introducing more product varieties 
or ensuring that you change products 
on offer regularly will maintain interest. 
‘Specials’ such as Muffin of the Month or 
a seasonal special for example will drive 
interest too.”

What are you views on the 
all-day breakfast market?

Overall the breakfast market looks to be in 
a strong position with Technomic research 
showing 30% of consumers polled would 
like to see more breakfast dishes available 
for dinner. 

Mohammed Essa backed this up saying 
that: “All day dining is a strong trend – 
in fact, our own recent research found 
that 52% of people opt for brunch and 
dine after 9am so it makes sense to 
offer morning favourites throughout the 
day, particularly as the dishes are often 
easily adaptable for QSR and on-the-go 
operators.” Joe Carnell backed this up 
saying: “I think it’s great. Everyone knows 
that breakfast is the most important meal 
of the day- why not make it all day.”

Breakfast is growing and with high 

demand Nathan Siekierski said: “There 
is definitely a market for it, I suspect 
‘healthier’ and more ‘sophisticated’ 
versions will appear more and more, but 
bacon, egg, sausage and black pudding 
will continue for a long time yet! (with 
sugary a builders tea of course!)” Henry 
Dimbleby supported Nathan’s views that 
there was a real buzz around breakfast, 
he added: “It is really gaining some 
momentum and I think that with so many 
people passing through businesses at 
different times it is important that you 
extend your breakfast offering. If you can 
make that transition from breakfast to 
brunch to lunch then you are moving in 
the right way.

“It’s also about choosing products that fill 
the gaps between breakfast and lunch, if 
you choose wisely you can really boost 
your sales.”

Jacqui Passmore told us that she thinks 
investment is the key to growth and 
said: “Caterers should invest in products 
that will see them through different 
day parts. So for example a breakfast 
product that can also double up for 
elevenses for example will save money 
and time. Morning goods are often 
impulse purchases that are emotionally 
and comfort-driven, so nostalgia is a key 
ingredient when it comes to appealing to 
consumers. 

“Cookies are an increasingly popular 
breakfast choice. Bakers can also expand 
sales throughout the day by promoting 
cookies at ‘elevenses’ and lunchtime 
snacks too to ensure the maximum usage 
in all day parts.”

There were a few warning signs however 
with Sonia Armanet suggesting that the 
spend on breakfast tends to be lower than 
lunchtime, so by offering all day breakfast 
items it could have a negative impact on 
the value of the lunchtime sector.

All in all we can confirm that the market 
is in a strong place and that the focus 
in 2016 for businesses in the food to go 
and QSR markets will be to find ways 
to continue taking the early morning 
trading opportunities that are on offer and 
promoting them.
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With nine sites across the UK and 
five in Europe, Belushi’s is a unique 
concept with international style and big 
personality. Open from 8am until 3am 
some weekends, it caters for students 
and office workers through breakfast, 
lunch and dinner with its keenly priced 
American inspired menu – while great 
deals on drinks and quirky themed 
promotions bring in party-going, sports 
fans late into the evenings. 

While the evening food is where Belushi’s 
generates the majority of its revenue, 
the company has recently taken the 
opportunity to maximise the early 
morning trade by making a number of 
changes to its breakfast offering. Under 
the guidance of UK Food Support 
Manager Gustavo Galvao, who joined 
head office in January they have seen 
a staggering 70% increase in breakfast 
sales. 

Fundamental to the increased uptake has 
been a complete menu overhaul, which 
has seen the traditional cooked breakfast 
introduced at the expense of lighter 
options. 

Gustavo comments: “When I first 
joined, we used to offer things like Eggs 
Benedict, Eggs Florentine and yoghurt 
with granola and blueberries, which is not 
what we, or our customers, are about. 

They want a ‘pick-me-up’ breakfast with 
all the works, so we developed the menu 
to be more on-brand.”

Off went the granola and yoghurt and 
in their place are fully loaded cooked 
breakfasts – the most popular being 
an English version, aptly named The 
Resurrection. As well as a vegetarian 
option and a pancake stack, Gustavo 
also devised a signature hand-held ‘Bad 
Ass Breakfast Bap’ combining all the 
big breakfast favourites such as bacon, 
sausage, eggs and hash browns, in a 
toasted brioche bun with homemade 
BBQ Jagermeister baked beans.

Initially using a cheaper brand of hash 
browns, Gustavo quickly switched to the 
round version of Aviko’s Hash Browns, a 
move which not only resulted in a better 
tasting product but also a more unique 
shape to help differentiate its breakfasts 
from others. Gustavo explains: “Aviko 
Hash Browns are a great product – they 
taste brilliant and don’t need to be 
seasoned at all – and give us great value 
for money. 

With one of the biggest challenges for a 
growing chain being consistency, Aviko’s 
Hash Browns have enabled Belushi’s to 
maintain standards across its various 
sites even though the skills sets of the 
chefs often varies. 

Gustavo adds: “Two of the most 
important things to our customers are 
speed of service and value for money. 
Our breakfasts are really quick to prepare 
and when they come out with the hash 
browns on, they look massive – the 
customer feels like they are getting 
something bigger and better, but for us 
the cost of the hash browns is low. The 
GPs are crazy even though we sell a 
breakfast for £5! It means we can offer 
value for money and still bring in the 
margins, so it’s win-win.”

For more product information on 
Aviko’s extensive range call 0800 633 
5611 or visit www.aviko.co.uk

Breakfast Case Study
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Grabbing a slice of the 
mobile pizza market

As you will see over the coming pages 
pizza is one of the biggest food-to-go 
trends at the moment, with consumers 
lining up to get a slice of the action 
wherever they can. 

As always in QuickBite we try to take 
you away from the mainstream and show 
you the opportunities that lie outside the 
parameters of big brands and national 
chains. In this issue we talk to Katherine 
Locke, Founder and Owner of Jalopy one 
of Dorset’s best kept secrets and one of 
the UK’s best street food vendors.

Jalopy was formed in the UK in 2009 but 
in truth the story goes much further than 
this. Katherine tells us: “It’s strange really 
I was looking for something new to do 
and something new to bring to market. 
“Whilst visiting France I came across this 

business serving authentic wood-fired 
pizzas from the back of a food truck. I’d 
never seen anything like it before and 
after some research realised that there 
was nothing like it in the UK.Not only is 
this ice cream incredibly delicious, but it 
is also healthy! As it is only made from a 
few ingredients, of which are all chosen 
by the customer, meaning it is versatile 
and adaptable.

We spoke to the founders and here’s 
what they had to say. “I found it strange 
that there was nobody doing this and 
really wanted to have a go at it. I’ve 
always wanted to be my own boss 
and to work for myself and despite not 
having experience in catering I’ve always 
harboured a passion for food.

“Knowing that I had a spare space that 

could be used as a kitchen and an office, 
I started to make plans and my business 
partner and I decided to approach the 
same person we had seen in France.

“It was like all his Christmas’s had come 
at once and he looked at me in a very 
strange way when I offered to buy his 
business and bring it back to the UK. He 
had been running it in Montpellier for 30 
years and for me to take this run-down 
unit off his hand was a real bonus.”

Jalopy
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Katherine then explained to us about 
the ethos of the company and what 
their customers expect, she added: “I 
guess you could say that our ethos is 
all about being real, it’s about making 
sure that our customers are happy with 
the product that they pay for and that 
they leave satisfied. “All of our products 
are handmade and we even make the 
sauces and the bases ourselves. We 
aim to be totally fresh and for all of the 
products to be authentic and real.

“Our vintage Peugeot J7 vans were 
imported from France and we have two 
- the original small van, which had been 
working in Montpelier for thirty years, 
and a long wheel base version for larger 
events.

“Our vision is to recreate the fantastic 
wood fired pizzas we have eaten in the 
South of France here in the UK.”

The menu is one of the key reasons for 
the success of this business and aside 
from the fantastic cooking methods and 
the freshness of the ingredients, it’s the 
simplicity of the menu (and the fact that 
they are cooked by an Italian chef) that 
keep the customers coming back.
Katherine said: “The menu is very 

simple and we currently have seven core 
pizzas on our menu and occasionally 
add a few seasonal or special pizzas. 
There are two of us running the business 
full time and a few casual staff for when 
we take the truck to festivals, weddings 
and events.

“In terms of why we keep it simple, it’s 
easy, we have a limited amount of space 

and storage so it is far 

better that we 
offer consistent quality rather than over-
complicating things.”
Asked about why the team at Jalopy 
decided to start and remain as a mobile 
trader, Katherine said:  
 
“Well the main reason was a purely 
economic one, it was low risk with a low 
start-up cost and this was great for me. 
As I mentioned I had a limited amount 
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“It’s amazing how many people see 
something that they like and that they 
know has a route to market yet they 
decided to do nothing, you just have to 
take a chance and it will pay off. Working 
in the way we do, as a mobile unit is 
tough, we cover a large area travelling 
around Dorset but we are grateful with 
our permanent residency in Beaminster 
Square every Thursday too.

So what does the future hold for 
Katherine and the rest of the team at 
Jalopy? Well quite a lot actually! “As we 
were the 1st business of our kind in the 
UK and we had brought a concept over 
from the continent we feel as though we 
are something of an expert in the field, 
said Katherine.

“We have plenty of experience and now 
that we have perfected the food and got 
the model rights there is no reason that 
we couldn’t expand to other geographical 
areas or open up other sites,” she added.

Talking further about the future she said: 
“there is no way that we would get a 
shopfront, we are really happy with the 
way we operate and the charm comes 
from the authenticity of the van and 
the mobile oven, we may move into 
franchising however. 

“Franchising is something that is of 
interest, we can prove it works with the 
customers so why not continue to grow 
our market. I’m more than happy to do 
some consultancy too on the pros and 
cons of a start-up, especially in the street 
food and mobile catering world.”

You can follow Jalopy here :  
@JalopyPizza
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Pizza
As one of the nation’s favourite menu items 

the opportunities created by serving pizza are 
huge. The industry in the UK is worth over 

£2bn and by looking at how you can add this 
dish to your menu there is a real chance to 

grab a slice of this market. 
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The true number of businesses who offer 
pizza is very difficult to measure. On 
one hand you have the dedicated pizza 
franchises, the likes of Domino’s, Pizza 
Hut and Papa John’s, then you have the 
takeaways who may specialise in other 
items but still incorporate pizza on the 
menu. The rise of artisanal pizza has been 
phenomenal over the last few years and 
as such there is an array of choice in this 
area of the market. The final group of 
foodservice operators to incorporate pizza 
are large restaurant chains and pubs. 
The diversity over the whole market is a 
clear indicator as to the demand of the 
consumer and is the reason that the pizza 
market as a whole is growing by around 
5.4% year-on-year.

The main drivers in the sector relate the 
increasing consumer preference towards 
convenience and affordability. There is 
also a strong indication that the ease at 
which a pizza can be customised is one 
of the reasons that the dish is popular for 
consumers and businesses alike. 

For the consumer a pizza gives them the 
opportunity to have the meal they desire 
exactly the way that they want it. From a 
business perspective the ingredients used 
are interchangeable and importantly they 
are chargeable. This allows businesses to 
offer a base menu with the possibility to 
add toppings and increase the customer 
spend.

The versatility of pizza and the ease at 
which it can be cooked is high on the 
agenda for both parties but another great 
things about the dish is that it transcends 
the whole market from sit-down dining, 
takeaway, delivery and cook at home, 
meaning that it is never far from the 
consumer mind. Offering wood fired 
pizzas is a good way to offer authenticity, 
changing the sizes and bases means that 
you can cater for different consumers 
in terms of numbers and tastes and the 
ability to just buy a slice is also proving 
popular. In this feature we will hear from 
some of the leading industry voices about 
the market, how it is changing and what 
we can expect in the coming years.

We spoke to:  

Anthony Round, Business Development 
Manager, Papa John’s. Mark Hutchings, 

Managing Director, Cater-Bake UK
Jessica Lalor, Brand Manager for 
Kerrymaid. Nigel O’Donnell, Managing 
Director, Meadow Vale Foods. Michael 
Eyre, Product Director at Jestic 
Foodservice Equipment.Gary Johnson, 
Commercial Director, GRH Food 
Company

What role does pizza play in 
the food to go/QSR market?

It was pretty clear that the role of pizza 
in the grab and go market is pretty big 
with Mark Hutchings saying: “Pizza’s 
always been a popular choice in the 
QSR and takeaway markets. It’s a hearty 
meal, one that can be bought to share 
and eaten without cutlery, which gives 
it an extremely social feel. It’s fresh and 
fragrant with a choice of topping so 
everyone has their favourite. It’s a good 
takeaway option, but also served nicely in 
a more gourmet setting. It really is a good 
all-rounder. This was a sentiment that 
Nigel O’Donnell also agreed with: “It plays 
a big role, the gross profitability of offering 
pizza is very good and all in all it is a very 
impressive category. The way that the big 
brands constantly have to refresh their 
models means that there is also a rise in 

the independent. Growth is strong across 
the sector and in terms of a meal in the 
food-to-go sector it is very resilient.”
The thought that there is a big move 
towards Italian food was something 
that Jessica Lalor pick up on when she 
answered the question saying: “The 
market for Italian food continues to be one 
of the biggest and Italian restaurants are 
one of the top three most visited outlets in 
the UK. This poses a great opportunity for 
operators to offer Italian dishes, particular 
pizza, as a food to go option.

“Offering pizza by the slice or as a pizza 
cone is a perfect on-the-go option; this 
provides a lighter alternative to a whole 
pizza – an increasingly popular request 
from customers looking for a quick, tasty 
snack with fewer calories. 

“Operators can also think about offering 
half-and-half pizzas to encourage 
customers to share the dish with a friend. 
Allowing consumers to customise and 
share pizza will encourage customer 
spending and help to increase return for 
operators.”

Quality is also important with Anthony 
Round saying: “Papa John’s sees it as a 
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hot top quality pizza being delivered into 
People’s homes.  Offering convenience, 
taste and also a sense of fun and helping 
people with a busy lifestyle.  Also as a 
family treat.”

The statistics surrounding the industry 
are pretty comprehensive too, at 
least according to Michael Eyre who 
commented: “A recent Mintel report 
suggests that 45% of customers regularly 
visit pizza and Italian food outlets, many 
of which being QSR focused, making 
this sector of the market one of the most 
vibrant and widely used in the industry. 
This stat not only proves the love for 
pizza and similar Italian food but also 
how lucrative opportunity for caterers 
currently is. What’s more, with the ability 
to achieve a premium price combined 
with low production costs, Italian food can 
often command enhanced margins for 
grab-and-go and QSR operators.” This 
theory was backed up by Gary Johnson 
who added: “Pizza is an integral part of 
the market and has seen lots of growth 
over the last 10 to 15 years, the market 
is worth billions and is still growing which 
means now is the right time to be in the 
market.”

What developments have we 
seen in the market over the 
years?

Technology is very important when 
it comes to the pizza market and the 
developments in this sector mean that 
companies can constantly improve 
their product. Anthony Round told us: 
“Improvements in technology, quality and 
service are key elements to the success 
of the Brand. The customer has raised 
expectations and we are looking to 
exceed these increased expectations.
The quality of ingredients are also 
key.  Papa John’s concept of ‘Better 
Ingredients, Better Pizza’ is important to 
keep customers coming back for more.  
We focus on creating great pizza, made 
with 100% fresh dough for a better natural 
flavour.”

Jessica Lalor also motioned that it was 
with the ingredients where the shift was, 
she added: “The biggest development in 
the pizza market over the last few years 
has been the shift away from the view 
that pizza is a low cost, low quality fast 

food or takeaway option. Many customers 
are now looking for traditional pizzerias 
offering classic pizza cooked in wood-
fired ovens, with a view that pizza has 
become a quality, tasty offering in QSR’s. 

“The popular trend for premium artisan 
pizzas means that operators are expected 
to use a higher standard of ingredients 
to serve alongside a better quality dish. 
Using Kerrymaid Pizza Grate is the perfect 
opportunity to capitalise on this trend and 
can help operators to achieve quality as 
well as consistency as it does not oil out 
and is melt stable. 

“Kerrymaid Pizza Grate is designed 
specifically for this popular Italian dish, it 
provides great visual appeal to customers 
and speeds up service time for caterers, 
providing operators with a reliable product 
whilst still maintaining the great taste of 
Irish dairy.” Premium cheese was also 
something that Gary Johnson was keen 
to talk about: “Businesses are really 
concentrating on quality and there are 
lots of different blends available now from 
70/30 splits. Mozzarella is still the most 
popular cheese in the pizza market.

“Of course there has been plenty of recipe 
development but there has also been 
a lot of development in the production 

of cheese, there has also been a rise in 
local cheese production and regional 
flavourings.

“The knock on effect of falling dairy prices 
means that cheese is now one of the 
cheapest products on a pizza where as 
it was the most expensive. Businesses 
are adding more cheese and are cutting 
back on items such as tuna and salami to 
increase their profits.”

Artisanal products were also that Mark 
Hutchings was keen to discuss, he 
commented: “The market stayed pretty 
strong throughout the recession years, 
mainly because of pizzas equal spread 
between takeaway and eat in, but I’d 
say we’re going back more towards the 
more intimate, artisan style of dining, with 
smaller establishments concentrating on 
an authentic/rustic Italian approach.”

In a break from what others were saying, 
Nigel O’Donnell believe that the change 
lies with the consumers: “Really the big 
movement has been with the consumers, 
they are trading up and are willing to 
spend more on their food. The versatility 
in the product is great for the buyer and 
the margins are good for the business so 
really pizza is a win, win.
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“The businesses at the top are 
offering great value for money and 
the independents seem to be offering 
something a little more artisanal and 
gourmet. The diversity of the sector 
means that you can choose almost any 
item from any location. 

“From our perspective we see a large 
number of takeaway restaurants add 
pizza to their offering and it is therefore 
possible for them to make more than 
one use out of a product. They buy the 
wings and goujons for the side orders, 
the diced breast meat for the toppings 
and other items for their burgers, poultry 
is performing well and pizza businesses 
offer another market.”

“When it comes to making a pizza menu 
stand out from the competition, one of 
the most impressive developments of 
recent times is that of open plan kitchens 
allowing the operator to put the theatre 
back into the production process and 
enticing the customer with impressive 
sights, smells and tastes of a front of 
house, authentic stone-fired pizza oven. 

“Offering outstanding quality, delightful 
flavours and pleasing aesthetics stone-
fired pizza ovens will intrigue customers 
and provide those in the out-of-home 
market with a real point of difference 
when it comes to a quality food menu.
“Wood Stone has been a market leader 
in the provision of stone hearth pizza 
ovens for over 20 years, supplying one 
of the finest and most complete lines of 
commercial equipment to the industry. 
Having already sold over 10,000 ovens in 
75 countries around the world, operators 
will be reassured that their individual 
needs will be catered for with the use of a 
Wood Stone pizza oven,” added Michael 
Eyre.

What are the latest flavour 
trends in the pizza market?

As with most of the QSR market the trend 
of world foods and street food is massive, 
in the pizza world Papa Johns are seeing 
this too with Anthony Round saying: “Our 
menu now includes Indian, European 
and Asian influences. But only top quality 
products make the grade!”
Mark Hutchings and Jessica Lalor also 
agreed by saying: “As we go a long, 

the use of flavours is becoming more 
extravagant, but my favourite twist of the 
last few year is the option of replacing the 
traditional tomato sauce with a sweet, 
smoky, barbeque sauce, which matches 
especially well with topping like peppers, 
onions and meats.”

“For 2016, operators can expect to see 
a range of new flavour trends in pizza 
offerings. Adding bright and flavoursome 
herbs and superfoods such as kale and 
sweet potato will be popular toppings 
for pizza. This will be a new take on the 
traditional heavy pizza, increasing nutrition 
and flavour. 

“Other new flavour trends include 
an increase in vegetarian offerings, 
consumers are often opting in for 
vegetarian options as a healthier 
alternative. These ‘flexitarians’ mean 
that outlets need to offer a wider menu 
variety as lower calorie options become 
increasingly popular. 

“Finally, we are also seeing a rise in 
popularity for Moroccan and Caribbean 
flavours. Topping pizzas with courgettes 
and aubergine and accompanying 
with authentic African spices will offer 
something unique to the menu, providing 
a contrast to the classic pizza flavours we 
see so often.” Echoing these thoughts 
was Michael Eyre who added: “With 
authentic artisan pizza becoming more 
common, operators are now noticing 
the need to produce a wide range of 
delicious homemade pizza in order to fulfil 

consumer taste. Allowing the customer 
to choose their own toppings to suit and 
then made fresh to order, a homemade 
pizza menu incorporates innovation and 
quality to give a menu a real sense of 
excellence.

“Fresh, packed full of flavour and available 
in an almost endless supply of different 
styles and tastes, artisan pizza becomes a 
hit when made using freshest ingredients 
such as shellfish and vibrant herbs, which 
if sourced locally can command an even 
greater appeal.” 

Gary Johnson told us that the flavour 
trends that we are seeing more of include 
flavoured cheeses such as hot and 
spicy. There are also some styles that 
are creeping in, we all know about the 
popularity of stuffed crusts and we are 
creating lots of blends to ensure that 
customers have premium products to 
stuff their crusts with.

“In terms of these premium products 
we make a variety of pizza ropes either 
flavoured or plain and this makes it easy 
for the client to stuff their own crust, give 
a more artisanal product.”

One thing that is important to remember 
is that it’s not just the pizza flavours that 
are important but it is the sides too, Nigel 
O’Donnell saying: “Spice, spice, spice. 
The hotter the better is the feeling that I’m 
getting from the market. Consumers are 
moving towards spicy meat and poultry 
for their toppings and in the same way 
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they are also doing this for side dishes.
“Chicken wings, goujons and nuggets all 
seem to be going hotter and there is a real 
demand for spicy sides. BBQ products 
are also proving to be very popular in the 
sector. The benefit of offering sides is that 
they encourage the customer to spend 
that little bit extra, upselling is huge.”

What role does technology 
play in the pizza market?

Huge. The use of the internet, online 
ordering and App ordering has witnessed 
a sea-change in people’s attitude when 
it comes to ordering food according to 
Anthony Round he added: “Of course 
people can still call up or collect but 
we also use technology to invite our 
customers to share their thoughts on 

their pizza at the point of delivery via text 
message.  Recipients score their overall 
experience, as well as provide details 
in their own words about what they’re 
ranting & raving about.  

“We also use the latest technology to 
help training new staff who undertake 
a modular online learning course.   
As technology advances we are 
always looking at ways that it can be 
incorporated to make our franchise 
business run more efficiently.”  

Mark Hutchings discussed a fully 
automated kitchen with us and Gary 
Johnson explained how the technology 
was helping production as they said: “The 
option for nearly full automation is there 
for the modern pizza kitchen – Zanolli 

conveyor pizza ovens take the margin of 
error out of cooking, and there are a host 
of machines to ensure your prep work 
goes to plan every time – spiral dough 
mixer, pizza base rollers and presses, 
retarder prover cabinets for a perfect 
dough every time. Cater-Bake UK offer 
all of these items for a perfect pizza 
production.”

 “It plays a huge part, one of the main 
things that the foodservice sector is 
looking for is extended shelf life, if we 
can change the way we produce and 
manufacture our products and the way 
we can deliver them to the clients, then 
premium pizzas will come down in price. 
At the moment prices are cheaper than 
they were in 1998 if you account for rates 
of inflation.

How is the market split in 
terms of eat-in, takeaway 
and delivery and where is the 
movement coming from?

Differing views on the split in the market 
show just how competitive it is and where 
operators differ, Anthony Round told us 
that: “Papa John’s only operates in the 
delivery and takeaway market and we are 
seeing the delivery/ collection split to be 
80/20 in deliveries’ favour.”

Mark Hutchings added, “As mentioned 
above, its split, but we see it more of a 
50/50 split down the middle. During the 
harder years, takeaways were a more 
prominent customer for us, but the shift 
is now back towards eat in as the casual 
dining sector grows.”

What packaging and delivery 
developments have there 
been in the industry?

This again relates to the technology 
and Mark Hutchings stated that it really 
depends on the supplier and their 
dedication to customer service. Our tail 
lift delivery vehicles and experienced 
staff make sure that difficult and 
heavy equipment is sited safely in the 
customer premises.” Anthony Round also 
commented: “The utilisation of “Hot Bag “ 
technology, the website development and 
app ordering ability, and the development 
of digital marketing have been key in the 
continued success of Papa John’s.”
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TIME TO ENJOY:  
GEORGE’S TRADITION 

It is fair to say that fish and chips are 
one of the nation’s favourite meals 
and something of a tradition for most 
families. They really became a ‘stock’ 
meal for working-class people, in 
England, as North Sea trawler fishing 
increased, and also when the railway 
network developed, from the mid-19th 
century, connecting ports to major towns 
and cities. These developments meant 
that fresh fish could be delivered to areas 
with large populations.

In terms of the most popular types of 
fish, cod and haddock still lead the way 
in the UK. However, other varieties of fish 
sold include pollock, plaice and coley all 
of which are on an upward trend.

There are thousands of fish and chip 
shops across the country and in my 
quest for quality, reliability and good 
value, it was the award-wining George’s 
Tradition has been providing first rate 
fish and chips since 1967 that ticked the 
boxes.

Now, operating several takeaways, 
restaurants and a pub, the company 
continues to deliver its original promise 
to serve first class fish and chips. Using 

100% sustainable ocean wild cod and 
haddock, plus 100% farmed British 
potatoes, George’s Tradition goes 
from strength to strength, constantly 
increasing in popularity. 

Depending on the location, a relaxed 
meal can be enjoyed in one of their fully-
licensed restaurants or a fish and chip 
‘feast’, with all the ‘trimmings’, can be 
taken out, if preferred. They also offer an 
excellent range of Gluten-free options.

I found several, varied, fish and chip 
meals on offer at George’s Tradition. 
Not just fish cooked in batter, but also 
cooked in rice flour, plus steamed, too. 

There are the usual ‘accompaniments’ 
that can be included in the meal – for 
example, mushy peas, beans, fish cakes 
and curry, etc. I opted for a large cod (in 
rice flour), chips and mushy peas. I found 
the portions generous and well cooked, 
with excellent flavours and presentation. 

A privilege discount card is available, 
making regular visits really good value. 
An adequate selection of wines/drinks 
are offered, with something for all tastes, 
plus tempting desserts. The service was 

very good indeed and many thanks go 
to Rachel for making the visit into a most 
enjoyable occasion. 

This review is based on a visit to the 
restaurant at the Long Eaton venue, 
which has an excellent, very well-
organised takeout section, too, where 
the cuisine is presented in lined boxes – 
impressive!
 
www.georgestradition.co.uk

As always,
Enjoy!

Trevor LangleyTrevor Langley
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FREE FROM
Free from foods are seeing an increased share of the market in the UK, especially in the 
food-to-go sector. Consumers are choosing to vary their diets and are therefore cutting out 
certain items. This has led to a number of chains as well as independents running free from 
menus and in the case of some, even inserting whole free from cabinets.

There is also a global drive within 
foodservice to make sure that the number 
of products that are on the shelves is 
increasing.

The market for those buying free from 
foods is growing faster than ever and one 
of the main reasons is that the consumers 
labelled the ‘worried well’ are on the 
increase. These individuals form a large 
group of people that do not associate free 
from foods with illnesses such as coeliac 
disease. They feel as though cutting out 
things such as gluten from their diets will 
make them healthier when there is little 
evidence to support this.

In this feature we will speak to some of 
the leading experts about the legislation 
surrounding free from foods, the products 
on the market and the overall impact the 

sector has on foodservice. 

On the panel:

Jenny Morris, Head of the Institute of 
Food Safety Integrity & Protection (TiFSiP)
Adrian Ling, Managing Director, Plamil
James Gabriele, Director, Free My Menu
Kathryn Miller, Food Policy Lead, 
Coeliac UK, Matthew Glover, Founder, 
Veganuary

How aware do you feel that 
businesses and foodservice 
operators are when it comes 
to allergens?

Jenny Morris feels as though awareness 
is growing but it is still a “work in 
progress”. She said: “The large chains 
have done a lot of work to meet the legal 

requirements, from menu analysis as well 
as establishing reliable systems to identify 
allergens and subsequent staff training. 
From the queries we have seen there is 
less knowledge in smaller businesses, 
though that is a generalisation. 

“The requirement to give consumers 
accurate information is a big task, 
especially if you are a small business that 
regularly changes your menu.”

Another to voice his opinion was Adrian 
Ling, who said: “Under new legislation all 
business’s and food operators should be 
aware of legislation and their obligations 
under the law. However historically 
and currently many independent 
food operators still struggle with fully 
understanding the regulations, and can 
make basic mistakes which can either 
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be dangerous to customers health or the 
operator could face legal proceedings. 

“For the operator, unfortunately allergen 
awareness maybe near the bottom of 
their daily ‘must do’ priorities, and whilst 
it is important they ‘grasp the nettle’, if 
manufacturers and suppliers can provide 
clear information and product solutions 
this will benefit the whole industry.”

Legislation is key to the industry and 
controls what each business can do, 
Kathryn Miller told us: “The new EU Food 
Information for Consumers Regulation 
came into force in December 2014 and 
requires food businesses to provide 
information on ingredients which are 
allergens, in food sold unpackaged across 
all catering establishments as well as 
introducing changes to existing legislation 
on pre-packed food.

“The new rules mean all food businesses 
including restaurants, cafes, deli counters, 
bakeries and sandwich bars must inform 
customers if any of 14 allergens are 
included in the ingredients in the food 
they serve. If the food is not packaged, 
this can be communicated to customers 
in writing on menus or verbally through 
explanations by staff. It must be clear 
where or how the information can be 
found. The new rules are a great step 
forward for people eating out with an 
allergy or intolerance and they have 
certainly raised awareness amongst 
caterers on the allergens in the ingredients 
they are using. Saying that there are still 
improvements to be made.

“Awareness of gluten-free is increasing, 
with the market growing year on year. For 
caterers willing to go the extra mile and 
provide gluten-free options there is a clear 
business benefit. It is estimated that the 
catering industry is missing out on £100 
million from people with coeliac disease 
and requiring a gluten-free diet and those 
they eat out with.” 

Most businesses are aware of them 
according to James Gabriele who said 
that they have to do something about 
the but some don’t appear to be fully 
informed as to the consequences of 
not complying with the new law. “One 
restaurateur we spoke to was blissfully 
 

 
unaware of the food labelling law,” he 
said.

In the specialist food market when people 
need labels and guidelines to tell them 
if there are allergen or items that are not 
suitable for their diets, Matthew Glover 
explains: “Many businesses are following 
the rising trend of veganism worldwide 
and recognise that improving awareness 
of this change in eating habits will 
increase their revenue. A great number 
of cafe/restaurant chains now offer a 
selection of vegan meal options and mark 
these options clearly. Those who don’t are 

often happy to accommodate you when 
asked. Businesses not offering vegan 
options are falling behind with the times 
and missing a great opportunity to gain 
customers.”

What can be done to raise 
this awareness?

Providing information and training is 
essential according to Jenny Morris who 
added: “For me its good quality training 
that is key as even the best information 
needs to be understood in practice. Some 
businesses will use software to help with 
analysis but they still need to ensure that 

Free From
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Free From
data input is accurate.  

“If staff really understand the issues and 
have the right “tools” for the job then it’s 
likely they will get it right. If you want to be 
sure that the information you are using is 
accurate then a good starting place is the 
Food Standards Agency, who have a wide 
range of free material online.”

Adrian Ling echoed this saying: “Caterers 
who require additional help can seek 
information on products they purchase 
from their supplier in the first instance, but 
there is good informative and easy to read 
information provided on line at the Food 
Standards website. 

“Local trading groups, trade associations 
should all be able to provide guidance, 
and local Trading standards and Health 
authorities are often very helpful with 
publications and advice.”

 Whilst James Gabriele also agreed that 
education way key, he said: “Advertising 
and education of both the industry and 
also the public so that the public will 
expect allergy information to be readily 
available and easy to access on a 
restaurant’s website.”

More communication with businesses 
and foodservice operators will help to 
improve awareness and make the most of 
this growing window of opportunity, which 
will only continue to expand. Ask food 
suppliers, speak to restaurant managers, 
fill in feedback forms, and make your 
voice heard on social media, that’s the 
message of Matthew Glover. He added: 
“It’s never been easier to connect with the 
decision-makers and to tell them what 
you want.”

What are the common 
misconceptions about free 
from foods?

As free from foods are becoming widely 
available, with recognised as tasty 
alternatives, many caterers are taking 
advantage of the benefits of catering for 
those with allergies. 

Of course what should be recognised 
is that there are many more times the 
numbers of people seeking the type of 
information allergen declarations provide. 

Adrian Ling backed this up saying: “Those 
wishing to avoid certain ingredients due 
to self-diagnosis of an intolerance, ethical 
or religious lifestyle all look out for and will 
more readily use suppliers and caterers 
who are able to demonstrate clear 
information and practice.”

Jenny Morris was also vocal on some 
of the misconceptions saying that: “If a 
product is declared as “Free from” it is an 
absolute claim. Generally consumers will 
expect that there is a complete absence 
of the specific allergenic material. 

However, it’s worth noting that at best, all 
such a claim can mean is that scientific 
testing has not found presence of the 
specified material over a series of tests.  
Gluten presence is a special case and 
for “gluten free” products, international 
standards have been set to levels where 
such a claim can be made.”

Taste was another thing that many felt 
was dumbed down, James Gabriele 
hinted that the biggest myth was that 
they don’t taste as good as their “does 
contain” counterparts. “It’s a crazy 
mind-set to be in they are equally as 
tasty thanks to the hard work of those 
who develop food items and build 
menus.” Matthew Glover also supported 
this claim saying: “Vegan foods (meat, 
dairy and egg free) and other free-from 

foods are often viewed as unappetizing. 
Just like any food product, if it’s poor 
quality, it won’t be nice! But if it’s good 
quality, well...people don’t know what 
they are missing! Good vegan food goes 
above and beyond, offering so much to 
the senses - it’s flavourful, colourful and 
so much better for us than animal-based 
products.” 

What training is available to businesses to 
make sure that they comply with allergen 
awareness?
The introduction of the Food Information 
Regulations has led to the development 
of many training courses. Whenever you 
choose a training course you need to 
know that it will provide accurate and 
appropriate information. The way to be 
sure of this is to use an accredited course 
e.g. those provided by the CIEH. 

Jenny Morris told us: “Training is an 
investment, you want it to make sure your 
business gets it right. It’s not just about 
taking a course as it’s essential to make 
sure that staff put the knowledge gained 
into practice, as well as being provided 
with regular updates and reminders. 

“The Institute of Food Safety Integrity 
& Protection (TiFSiP), a professional 
membership body for all those working to 
keep food safe, healthy and trustworthy, 
can help by providing updates and 
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answering questions on good practice.” 

Whilst Adrian Ling also shared his views, saying: “It should be 
pointed out that trademark or symbols should be treated with 
great caution, and may not provide the information that a reader 
assumes. For instance ‘suitable for vegans’ could be used where 
there is no chance of dairy, however the counter intuitive Vegan 
Society trademark, can be used by suppliers which food is also 
labelled as ‘may contain milk’. 

“Free from foods has grown and come of age for a combination 
of reasons. Consumer demand for information has been coupled 
with industries ability and willingness to control what is in a food, 
and equally important what is not in a food. Quality standards 
with regard to information are driving the food industry. As more 
free from food is available, more consumers are making a choice 
to eat these, regardless of nutritional avoidance requirement.”

Some of the key training in the industry is provided by The 
Food Standards Agency who offer online training for allergen 
management which can be accessed via their website. For 
caterers wanting to provide gluten-free options, Coeliac UK also 
offer training and accreditation to businesses.

Matthew Glover commented that Vegan food is on the rise, both 
in terms of its availability and convenience when out and about. 
The huge increase in people adapting their dietary behaviour for 
their personal health, the environment and the animals is having 
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a huge impact on businesses and foodservice operators, as 
they strive to accommodate this growing demand and become 
more accustomed to vegan living - it’s not so unusual any 
more. People who want to give veganism a try have much more 
information available to them.

What are the latest trends in the market and how are the 
consumers adapting their diets to incorporate free from foods?
There is a great deal of interest in food allergens and 
intolerances. Many believe that rates are rising, although 
accurate information on the extent of the problems is not 
available. 

Consumers are clearly interested in allergen free foods and 
sales trends suggest this is a growing market. Any claims that 
products are “free from” will need to be supported by good 
evidence if consumers are not to be misled or in the worst case 
harmed.”

There is no doubt that free from foods in all facets are and 
will become mainstream alternatives. Many years ago most 
consumers did not create the demand, so suppliers did not 
create the products.  

Mirroring the success of products such as soya, rice and other 
alternatives to milk found widely in all catering outlets, other 
free from foods will undoubtedly become major products for 
caterers.  

However it should be pointed out that whilst there are many 
choices in free from, ‘free from food’ itself should not always 
be treated as a health alternative according to Adrian Ling. He 
added: “The drive to have free from food has been largely driven 
by producers and suppliers that on the whole have had an 
interest in producing healthy food.

“With the rapidly growing market there is always those that 
will seek to produce the cheapest food possible, regardless of 
nutritional requirements. The issues of providing ‘healthy free 
from food’ will be with us for some time to come.”

Going digital is also something that businesses can do with, 
James Gabriele commenting: “The latest trends are for 
restaurants to put allergy information on the websites. Of 
course this means they have to display up-to-date menus or the 
information is useless because it’s out of date. Some consumers 
are choosing to eat free from foods due to lifestyle or dietary 
choices.”

It’s not just the end user that can access data online with Kathryn 
Miller who said:” The new regulations in place to ensure caterers 
know about the allergens in the dishes they serve are always 
available online.

She added: “Although the rules are a great step forward, they 
do not cover cross contamination and so for people with coeliac 
disease who need a gluten-free diet, we are encouraging all 
caterers and retailers to label food gluten-free to show their 
customers what they can eat without fear of cross contamination. 

Plus, gluten-free is big business. It is estimated that the catering 
industry is missing out on £100 million from people with coeliac 
disease and requiring a gluten-free diet and those they eat out 
with.”

In terms of adapting diets this can be through illness or choice 
and from a Vegan point of view Matthew Glover has highlighted 
how avoiding certain foods is similar to avoiding allergens 
when it comes to labelling, he told QuickBite: “Vegan food is 
on the rise, both in terms of its availability and convenience 
when out and about. The huge increase in people adapting their 
dietary behaviour for their personal health, the environment and  
the animals is having a huge impact on businesses and foodser 
vice operators, as they strive to accommodate this growing 
demand and become more accustomed to vegan living - it’s not  
so unusual any more. People who want to give veganism a try  
have much more information available to them especially on the 
labels and in dedicated locations in-store.”

Tell us a little bit about the evolution of free 
from foods in terms of quality and choice

Free from foods have grown and come of age for a combination 
of reasons. Consumer demand for information has been coupled 
with industries ability and willingness to control what is in a food, 
and equally important what is not in a food. 
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According to Adrian Ling:“Quality 
standards with regard to information are 
driving the food industry. As more free 
from food is available, more consumers 
are making a choice to eat these, 
regardless of nutritional avoidance 
requirement. 

“If caterers are able to offer foods that are 
‘suitable for all’, there is clear economic 
benefits to their business. I estimate that 
there are now millions of a purchasers 
(or often if one or more in a group the 
purchaser is buying for) are seeking 
clear information on allergens and tasty 
alternatives, what outlet business is going 
to risk losing this large customer base to a 
competitor.” 

James Gabriele continued by adding 
that the quality and choice of free 
from foods is increasing all the time as 
businesses realise they’ve been missing 
out on a market sector who up until now 
haven’t bothered dining at restaurants. 
Meanwhile, Kathryn Miller quipped: 
“Gluten-free provision has improved 
dramatically over the last 20 years, both 
in terms of quality and range of products 
and availability in store and in restaurants. 
Today, customers have the choice of a 
variety of breads, biscuits, cakes and 
pastas in the Free from aisles of most of 
the major retailers, but ranges in smaller 
retailer and independent convenience 
stores are minimal at best.

“Food on the go can also be limited, 
meaning that people have to prepare food 

and take it out with them to be safe. One 
big development in the last five years 
has been the increase in demand for 
gluten-free food, not just from people with 
coeliac disease but from people making a 
lifestyle choice.”

Over a relatively short space of time 
the quality and choice of free from food 
products, particularly veggies meats, 
plant milks and other replacement 
products, has dramatically improved and 
increased. If you visit a supermarket now 
you are spoiled for choice with a range 
of plant milks: coconut, almond, rice, 
hemp, oat, soya... These come in different 
flavours and are often fortified with B12 
and calcium, so everything you get from 
cow’s milk, but without the hormones and 
allergens! Health stores and dedicated 
vegan supermarkets are also opening-up 
in many city centres. It’s a very positive 
step, making a vegan lifestyle so much 
more accessible to people,” according to 
Matthew Glover.

What penalties and risks do 
businesses face should cross 
contamination occur within 
their store/product?

As an expert in the field, having spent time 
as an Environmental Health Officer we 
asked Jenny Morris about the penalties, 
she told us: “Research shows that the 
greatest danger for allergic customers 
comes from undeclared ingredients, which 
are covered by the Food information 
Regulations (FIR). If a business fails to 

meet the legal requirements of the FIR, i.e. 
to provide accurate consumer information 
on allergenic ingredients, they may be 
prosecuted. When a prosecution finds 
a food business guilty of an offence, 
the penalties will depend on the level of 
culpability, i.e. the extent to which the 
business knew about the issue and failed 
to act, and the harm caused. The most 
likely outcome is a fine and a requirement 
to pay the costs of the prosecution.
 
“The cross contamination issue is 
different as the legal requirement is more 
general, i.e. that food sold is safe. If it 
can be shown that an allergy sufferer 
has been “harmed” by food then a Local 
Authority might prosecute the food 
business for failing to meet the “safe 
food” requirement. But it is more likely 
that it would be left to the consumer 
to take action against the business for 
the harm they have suffered, i.e. a civil 
action. To some extent this is easier as 
the consumer is only required to prove 
that it was “likely” that the business was 
responsible (on the balance of probability) 
rather than the criminal test for a Local 
Authority Action (beyond reasonable 
doubt). 

“For a food business the greatest penalty 
is often the bad publicity. So it really pays 
to put in place systems that reduce the 
chance of cross contamination and keep 
your customers safe. Not only will this 
help you avoid negative press, which 
could ultimately put you out of business, 
but it will also show that you really care 
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Making your business 

Greener
Sustainability is one of the key drivers in the world of 

foodservice and indeed in the wider business environment. 
Pressure from the government means that companies are 
faced with strict guidelines as to the types of products that 

they can buy and sell.  
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There are many benefits for businesses 
who choose to ‘go green’ and become 
environmentally responsible, many 
companies have reported that they have 
significantly reduced costs and increased 
their sales. Promoting a greener ethos 
tends to resonate with the consumer 
and they are far more likely to buy from 
businesses with good green credentials. 
The main reasons why going green is the 
right thing to do for your business are:

•Reduce your business costs 
•Distinguish your business in the 
marketplace 
•Enhance your business reputation
•Be good to the planet and your 
community

In the future, as predictions about the 
availability of energy, water and other 
natural resources are validated, going 
green may also enable companies to keep 
customers and investors happy, maintain 
market share, become more efficient, 
and avoid legal liability for environmental 
damage and stay in business.

By saving on utilities such as water and 
electricity you will save on your bills too. 
Buying equipment that boasts good green 
credentials and are energy efficient is a 
good start but you must also offer staff 
training. Making sure that you limit the 
time that products are switched on or the 
amount of food waste you have makes 
your business more profitable.
There will be more of a move 
towards corporate social responsibility, 
particularly focusing on creating a green, 
sustainable organisation.

Green companies believe that it is more 
economical to go green than it is to 
continue adding harmful chemicals to 
the atmosphere and the environment 
in general. 

On The Panel - In this feature 
we speak to some of the leading 
industry experts and let them have 
their say on the issues surrounding 
making a business greener, this month 
we talk to:

Glenn Roberts, Managing Director of 

Gram UK
Gordon Thompson, Technical Officer 
Renewable Energy Association
Paul Crowley, Marketing Development 
Manager, Winterhalter
Eleanor Spensley, Marketing Manager at 
the Printed Cup Company 
Simon Frost, Chair of CESA
Graham Kille, Managing Director of 
FRIMA UK
Tim Bouget, Owner, ODE True Food

Business Greener
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How aware do you feel 
businesses are when it 
comes to being ‘green or 
sustainable’?

According to our experts it seems 
as though sustainability is one of 
the key drivers in the industry, 
Simon Frost explained: 
“They are becoming more 
aware, but there is still a 
reluctance to spend extra on 
energy-saving equipment, 
even though the lifetime 
cost of machines will be 
significantly lower, thanks to 
reduced running costs.  

“Every organisation 
should make it their social 
responsibility to be green. 
Energy efficiency is not about 
using less power; it’s about using 
the power more efficiently.  It’s 
about getting more out of equipment 
per unit of power.” Graham Kille added: 
“Some companies are very interested 
in green issues but sometimes this all 
goes out of the window when it comes 
to paying for it. Especially in building 
projects when they are value engineered, 
people still find it hard to equate the 
(lower) whole-life cost of green equipment 
against the (higher) initial purchase price.”

Whilst Paul Crowley mentioned: “Most 
good businesses are aware of the 
sustainability issue.  It’s whether they 
choose to act on it, that’s the issue!  
The foodservice industry in the UK is 
fragmented, some have been pushing the 
issue for ten years or more, some are only 
just addressing the subject.”

Social responsibility is high on the agenda 
according to Gordon Thompson who 
said “Corporate Social Responsibility is 
being taken more seriously by progressive 
companies who see being green as a 
way of gaining market share. An example 
of this is Marks & Spencer who have 
developed their Plan A. It is important for 
companies however to be held to account 
by consumers, as not all CSR strategies 
create the extent of positive change that 
they promote. 

“Being associated with sustainable 

products 
and 
processes is rapidly 
becoming mainstream. Companies are 
increasingly being driven to this shift to 
remain competitive rather than stand out 
from the crowd. 

“Sustainability increasingly is becoming a 
core consideration of many businesses as 
resource constraints, species decline, and 
environmental change can threaten global 
supply chains.”

Gram are one of the businesses who 
take pride in this social responsibility, 
educating themselves and the industry, 
Managing Director, Glenn Roberts 
added: “Biennially Gram UK publishes 
its Green Paper that reports on the state 
of sustainability across eight foodservice 
channels including hospitality, care and 
education. Encouragingly, each paper 
published reports a positive increase 
in awareness of sustainability within 
the industry with 96% of Green Paper 
respondents practicing green initiatives in 
2014 compared to 76% in 2012, a trend 

that 
we 

hope 
to see 

continue in 
2016’s Green 

Paper.

“However it is not only a lack 
of awareness that is preventing the 
foodservice industry becoming more 
sustainable, as operators have reported 
facing a number of other barriers 
including budget, lack of advice and 
availability of sustainable suppliers. 

The decisions that businesses make vary 
and from an end user perspective and 
someone who is in direct contact with 
customers is Tim Bouget, he told us; “I 
think that they are becoming increasingly 
aware, when we opened ten years ago 
there were very few people looking at fully 
sustainable businesses but in the last few 
years the gap has closed. 

“We are in the top 10% of businesses in 
the country for sustainability and have 
been given then highest possible mark 
from the SRA. More and more businesses 
are getting the message that greener 
businesses are not just environmentally 
beneficial but financially beneficial, the 
whole process of going green reduces 
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waste and grows profits so I guess that’s 
the reason that the gap is closing in terms 
of sustainability.”

How important do you think 
sustainability is in terms of 
brand loyalty?

Making sure that you win and retain 
customers can be very difficult and by 
making sure you run a ‘green’ business 
you can build loyalty and draw people 
in, Eleanor Spensley agreed when she 
said “Customers are becoming 
increasingly more aware 
of the impact our 
products 
have on 
the 

environment, 
particularly being a 
disposable paper product 
so we have always seen return custom 
when they understand our efforts to be 
a more environmentally friendly business.”

“We have therefore introduced recycled 
lids and new PLA lined cups to appeal 
to the customer’s ever-increasing 
demand for more sustainable options. By 
switching to these products, businesses 
will help to reduce the wasted materials 
during the manufacturing process 
and express their commitment to the 
environment.”

Graham Kille also agreed suggesting that 
Responsible manufacturers should fund 
a continuing research and development 
programme for their equipment. This 
is why it is best to focus on specialist 
manufacturers rather than ones who 
supply a vast product range.”  So is 
sustainability the future then, Paul 
Crowley certainly thinks so, “For some 
sustainability is the future, for some it is 
already the present.  In a crowded and 
complex market place, any business that 
can differentiate itself in terms of branding 
can steal a lead, whether it be locally 

sourced ingredients, investing 
in ‘greener’ equipment, 

highly recyclable 
packaging 

or on-site 

composting,” 
he said.

Tim Bouget commented: “I think 
that it is very important especially in a 
business like ours where the focal point 
is food. We understand that products 
we buy are more expensive due to their 
organic nature but we believe that they 
tell a story to the customers who like that.
“In terms of brand loyalty I’d say that 
around 40-50% of our custom is returning 
custom because of our business ethos, 
they support what we do and how we do 
it. Going green makes perfect business 
sense.” 

Another to see growth in the market was 
Gordon Thompson who responded: “We 
see sustainability is a growing part of 
brand loyalty, particularly as awareness 
of global resource constraints emerges. 
Sustainability in businesses or products 
offers consumers a way to positively act 
on issues that are often discussed, but 
global and entrenched in nature.”

What small changes can 
businesses make to ensure 
that they are greener?

Small changes to the way that a business 
operate can lead to a big difference for 
the environment and also financially, 
Simon Frost highlighted “The Carbon 
Trust’s Industrial Energy Efficiency 
Accelerator (IEEA) gave a clear insight 
into how the catering industry uses 
energy, and how its energy use could be 
improved.  The report studied several 
catering sites and recommended a variety 
of ways to save energy consumption. 

“With refrigeration, it concludes that the 
improvement potential of ‘best available 
technology’, compared to ‘base case’, is 
up to 62% more energy efficient.

 “Operators should focus on sustainability 
in all its aspects. That means being more 
efficient with water and consumables 
such as chemicals, as well as energy. 
It also means training staff to be more 
efficient.”

Eleanor Spensley indicated that there are 
many small ways a business can make 
a commitment to be greener which will 
benefit their staff and customers as well 
as the environment.  

She said: “Starting a recycling initiative 
can increase interaction between staff and 
raise awareness for environmental issues. 
Paper recycling and going paperless are 
the main ways in which an office can 
drastically cut down on wasted paper. 
Encouraging staff to turn off electrical 
items and lights when they are not being 
used and installing light sensors in 
communal areas can reduce the wasted 
resources on power. 

The idea of implementing sustainable 
practices can seem daunting, especially 
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if implementing them for the first time. 
However small changes can make a 
big impact on a business’s sustainable 
credentials. Following Olympic coach 
David Brailsford’s model - aggregation 
of marginal gains’ - concentrating on 
small but positive steps will ultimately 
see bigger changes. Purchasing energy 
efficient equipment is a good first step 
in implementing sustainability according 
to Glenn Roberts. He also added that 
“as long as the equipment is properly 
maintained operators will soon be 
reaping the benefits of reduced energy 
consumption. 

“Looking at reducing food waste is also 
a small, but positive step that operators 
can take to ensure they are greener. A 
staggering one third of all food produced 
globally is wasted and of that three 
quarters could have been eaten. Being 
conscious of use by dates is important in 
reducing waste.”

In terms of the financial gain that were 
there to be made, Graham Kille explained 
that spending extra time deciding on how 
green the equipment is can really benefit 
you in the pocket, he said: “calculate the 
energy savings that can be accumulated 
over the whole life of the equipment. 
Also consider the amount of wasted 
heat energy that cheaper, less efficient 
appliances will produce and the extra 
cost of extraction they will need.

“It’s very similar 
to the 

changes we can make 
domestically – reducing 
energy and water 
consumption and 
recycling (in its 
various forms). 
Food to go 
operators 
could certainly 
do more 
to reduce 
packaging!”

Whilst Gordon 
Thompson 
added: 
“Sourcing 
materials from 
sustainable 
sources can clearly 
demonstrate a company’s 
commitment to sustainability. 
It is best to look for reputable 
certification schemes to demonstrate 
this commitment. 

“The measurement of a company’s 
baseline resource usage, including 
electricity, heat, water, and materials, can 
be a good initial benchmark from which 
to create progressive resource reduction 
targets. 

As a business owner who prides himself 
on green credentials, Tim Bouget believe 
that it is all down to training: “Training is 
key, if we can teach our staff the value 
of a unit of water or electricity we can 

train them to save energy. By telling 
them to turn appliances off or 

down when they are not being 
used we save energy and 

money. I think that this is 
beneficial not just to the 
business owners who 
pay the bills but to the 
environment as a 
whole.

“Staff who are trained 
properly are more 
likely to continue these 

practices at home 
and therefore make a 

difference.”

What role does technology 
play in making sure that 

businesses become ‘greener’?

Nearly 
all 

modern 
catering equipment is 

‘greener’ than its predecessors.  However, 
when comparing the energy efficiency of 
similar products, functionality and output 
are the two key criteria.  There’s no point 
in having a highly efficient refrigeration 
cabinet if it can’t keep food chilled safely 
in a hot kitchen environment says Simon 
Frost.  

He added: “Caterers need to be ready 
to pay a little extra for energy efficient 
products. In the long term, this extra 
investment up front will pay dividends 
in savings in running costs, as well as 
strengthening the brand of the business 
with its ‘greener’ credentials.”

Packaging can also benefit from 
technology according to Eleanor 
Spensley, “Technology plays a huge role 
in getting businesses and customers to 
think and be greener. A large part of it is 
encouraging staff and customers to go 
paperless to cut down on the wastage 
of paper during the buying process,” she 
said. 

“At the Printed Cup Company, we use 
technology in a variety of ways to help us 
achieve environmentally friendly targets. 
“Technology is also a great way to 
make our customers more aware of the 
challenges we face as a disposable paper 
cup manufacturer and what we are doing 
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to improve upon this. Email updates are 
a great way to keep customers informed 
but also the ever increasing visibility of 
ecological issues 
on Social 
Media 

have 
allowed 
businesses 
to express their 
commitment to the environment.”

Technology within the industry is 
continuing to evolve and now operators 
have the luxury of choosing from a 
wide range energy efficient products 
which not only reduce the impact on 
the environment, but also a venue’s 
energy consumption, according to Glenn 
Roberts.

Graham Kille was also keen to discuss 
the role of new technology stating that 
because it delivers benefits in all walks 
of life it should also be welcomed in 
the kitchen. “People should embrace 
change - no one uses a typewriter for 
letters anymore so why cook on inefficient 
stoves?”

Advocating for new technology, Paul 
Crowley said: “Technology is at the 
forefront of becoming become greener – 
whether it’s using recycled materials for 
production, different ways to produce/
dispose of equipment or embracing 
new materials in production. Many 
manufactures invest millions in being 
green because it gives them a USP 
but also can actually help businesses 
save money. With Gordon Thompson 

adding: “It is now possible to produce 
many items for the food industry out 
of compostable or bio-based material 
without compromising quality.  

“By using items that are 
independently certified as 

compostable or bio-
based business can 

demonstrate their green 
credential throughout 
the supply chain. 

“Using materials that 
can be reused and 
that can be recycled 
effectively, avoiding 
the landfill, can show a 

company’s commitment 
to responsible resource 

use. Ensuring that 
products follow the waste 

hierarchy and companies 
abide by these principles is 

fundamental to adopting green 
credentials.”

What is the latest legislation in terms of 
being more eco-friendly?
The EU Ecodesign Directive will come 
into play on 1st July 2016. This is a 
framework that sets standards for 
manufacturer’s energy 
usage with the overall 
aim of reducing 
energy 

consumption. The Directive will implement 
new labelling regulations that are an 
impartial rating system that identifies a 
minimum energy performance standard. 
The regulations will introduce a graduated 
approach to removing inefficient products 
from the market if they do not meet the 
minimum G grade requirement. Simon 
Frost explained that for businesses 
looking for sustainable equipment, one 
key issue is that different manufacturers 
base their energy efficiency claims on 
different criteria. However, this is due to 
change, with the Ecodesign Directive 
establishing standard benchmarks 
against which products can be measured 
so they can be labelled to indicate energy 
efficiency. 

“The first category this applies to is 
refrigeration, and in time this will extend 
to other products. Developments like 
this are encouraging catering businesses 
to be more responsible towards their 
carbon footprint, gradually making higher 
standards of sustainability the norm,” he 
said.

One thing to consider it that on occasion 
the legislation can get too much, Paul 
Crowley saying: “There’s so much 

legislation whether it’s European 
or UK, company, 

product or market 
specific, it’s 
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impossible to pick an individual piece of 
legislation. There will only be more and 
more legislation in the future regarding 
sustainability.”

There are also nationwide scheme and 
Gordon Thompson picked up on them 
saying: “The carrier bag levy is a clear 
step that is allowing companies to reduce 
their plastic usage and the public to 
become more aware of the volume of 
plastic used in many daily activities.  This 
should substantively reduce the use of 
disposable carrier bags, impacting visual 
pollution & plastics in landfill.  Disposing 
of waste responsibly, for example the 
separate collection of food waste, can 
help in the creation of new sustainable 
industries such as anaerobic digestion.” 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
  
 

 
 

 

 

What training 
can be given to 
employees to make sure that 
businesses meet their ‘green’ 
targets?

As we previously found out training plays 
an important role and making sure that 
you staff are fully versed is vital. Simon 
Frost explained the variety that is on offer: 
“CESA, DECC, the BHA, CEDA and the 
FCSI are collaborating on the Save It! 
campaign, featuring a full programme of 
support which will include various training 
aids and wipe-clean, kitchen-proof 
stickers designed to remind 
staff to save energy by 
shutting it, filling it and 
turning it off.  Amongst 
the training aids is 
a series of carbon 
management podcasts.  
The first three cover 
refrigeration, dishwashers 
and cooking equipment 
and show how to minimise 
energy consumption.”    

Paul Crowley mentioned that: “Anything 
that a business can do to measure targets 
will help.  Some kitchens monitor the 
amount of waste they produce so that  

 
 

there 
is 

effectively 
pressure on the 

chef through to the KP 
in the reduction programme. 

Graham Kille backed this up and said 
that reductions in energy use will only 
seriously be part of kitchen design when 
equipment has to display the energy 
used during a cooking process. Catering 
employees will be more likely to embrace 
energy-saving measures if they are 
rewarded for their actions (e.g. a bonus 
for staff on energy saved in the kitchen).”

Once a piece of training has been 
completed by a company they will be 

obtain training certificates 
(ISO 14001). These can 

be useful tools for 
companies  who 
offer employee 
training as it shows 
they are conscious 
about sustainability. 
Additionally an 

internal tool can be 
showing employees the 

environmental impacts of 
a company’s operations and 

supply chain. Making employees 
conscious that there are problems, but 
the company is taking real action, can 
create a positive environment. 

Business Greener
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Food Standards Agency

It’s now one year since the allergen rules for non-prepacked 
foods went live in December 2014. Lots of businesses have 
innovated to provide better service and food offers for their 
customers with an allergy or intolerance. 

The legislation requires all catering establishments to provide 
allergen information for the 14 specific allergens, if contained 
as an ingredient in the food they sell or serve. This allergen 
information must be easily accessible to all consumers as well 
as accurate, consistent and verifiable. It is also essential to 
ensure that it can be updated easily when required.

handling allergens
As well as providing allergen ingredients information you must 
also remember to handle allergens or foods with allergens very 
carefully. Unlike bacteria, allergens cannot be cooked out, so 
knowing what is in the food you are providing, is key. 

The refreshed Safer food, better business (SFBB - See sidebar) 
now includes allergens as a part of its guidance on safe food 
management. There is also a refreshed Allergy Safe Method 
section to encourage food handlers to think more about 
allergens and put compliance into practice. 

top tips to help
Here are some top tips for businesses, to help deal with 
allergen dietary requests

- When someone asks if a food contains a particular allergen, 
make sure the info you provide is correct – always check the 
ingredients with your chef/kitchen team and never guess

- If you are selling food with allergens in them, list them and 
make sure this information is up to date

 - When cooking, make sure you know what’s in the ingredients,
are you changing the recipe or any ingredients you use?

 - If there are changes to allergen information for the dishes 
provided ensure your staff know of these and are trained to 
deliver this information to customers

 - Think about cooking oils, marinades, dressings, toppings, 
sauces and garnishes – are you adding any allergens?

 - If you are making food for someone with an allergy, use fresh 
ingredients, clean work surfaces, wash your hands before 
preparing the food

Many food businesses across the UK are seeing the benefits 
of compliance to new allergen information laws, says FSA 
expert Dr Chun-Han Chan. Are you one of them?

The business benefits  
of good allergen info 

Food Standards Agency
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- Avoid cross-contamination by using separate utensils etc.

Food allergic consumers have the responsibility to ask for 
allergen information to ensure that they make safe food 
choices. However, as a catering establishment, you need to 
make clear that you can offer this information, if they need it

ignorance is no excuse 
Food businesses can no longer say they ‘don’t know’ what 
is in their meal OR refuse to serve those with allergies or 
intolerances, and they will have to have safe processes in 
place to provide this information rather than guessing or 
basing information on recall 

Allergen information can be provided in a number of methods, 
such as via recipe sheets, specification sheets or scrap book 
with labels of the ingredients 

The FSA has free tools, templates and training resources 
which can help businesses train staff, as well as collect, 
record and report allergen information. You will find these 
at www.food.gov.uk/allergen-resources

Dr. Chun-Han Chan is the 
Senior Scientific Officer in the 
Food Allergy team leading on 
Food Allergen Legislation and 
Risk Assessment at the  
Food Standards Agency.

The newly refreshed and reviewed Safer food better 
business (SFBB) for caterers is now available. The pack 
was first produced in 2005 and is widely recognised and 
used by small food businesses as their chosen food safety 
management system. It’s also recommended by local 
authorities in England and Wales.

The latest three-year review has been completed and the 
new pack reflects policy changes, as well as feedback 
from local authorities and other stakeholders. The pack 
has also been refreshed into a more print-friendly format, 
which can be downloaded onto your desktop and filled 
out, if you prefer not to print.

If you are using a previous version of the SFBB pack, 
you will still be compliant with the law and don’t need to 
change to this updated version. However, you may wish to 
take a look at the refreshed version and print off any new 
information, as required.  

For example, there’s a whole new Safe method on 
‘Managing food allergens’ in the Management section 
of the pack, following the introduction of the Food 
Information Regulations last year, which we hope will 
help food businesses to meet the new requirements for 
allergens. 

You can see the updated pack at  
www.food.gov.uk/business-industry/caterers/sfbb/
sfbbcaterers 

If you have any questions or feedback about the pack, 
get in touch at 
FoodBusinessHygiene@foodstandards.gsi.gov.uk

Carol Wittrick, Hygiene Delivery Branch: FBO Compliance 
at the Food Standards Agency 

Safer food can lead to better business
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OUTSTANDING FISH & CHIP SHOP - LEEDS AREA 

property Our property pages highlight 
businesses for sale, nationwide!

This business has been in the same vendor’s hands for nearly 20 years and has been trading under the current style for 10 years. This is a fantastic opportunity 
to purchase a business with an established goodwill, situated in several of the old Regency fishermen’s arches, which are fully compliant with all Health and 
Environmental requirements. The premises are located in central Brighton on the lower promenade beach area, directly down from Brighton’s mainline station and 

in very close proximity to the Brighton Conference Centre.  The present owners current offering 
encompasses a combination of tapas dishes and fresh local fish. There are also permissions for some 
ancillary take-away food sales. The client base being a combination of excellent repeat trade from 
a valuable customer base of both local and seasonal visitors as well as a very high footfall walking 
along the lower promenade throughout the year. 

The entire premises are held on a 10-year lease with the protection of the Landlord & Tenant Act 
from the 14th September 2008, the current rent payable is £17,000 per annum, exclusively fixed until 
September 2018, (subject to 5 yearly reviews thereafter) 

We are instructed to quote for the lease, goodwill, equipment, trade fixtures and fittings. Price 
£195,000 SAV

On no account should any approach be made to the Manager or the staff without a prior 
appointment through the vendor’s agents, Watkins Commercial,  Telephone: 01273 709090.  

A unique, attractive and well presented character licensed café and bistro trading on a predominantly daytime basis, is now being offered for sale 
through licensed property specialists Stonesmith of Exeter.

The Front Room trades from a lucrative town centre trading position in the popular and desirable Cornish coastal town of Penzance. Having been fitted 
out and furnished to a high standard throughout within the last 18 months, this business is presented in a fun, quirky and eclectic mix of styles and 
offers undoubted potential for incoming operators to build on the existing levels of trade or develop their own particular style of cuisine. Benefiting from 
excellent levels of regular repeat trade from locals and visitors from surrounding towns and 
village, The Front Room enjoys a boost from the many tourists to the area throughout the 
year visiting the nearby national landmark attractions of Lands End, St Michael’s Mount, 
Cape Cornwall and the ever popular open air Minack Theatre close by. 

Our client sources all ingredients locally and wherever possible everything is prepared and 
cooked on the premises and a 4 Star Food Hygiene rating has been awarded. Catering 
for special dietary requirements such as gluten and dairy free diets, the menu includes 
breakfasts, light bites, lunches, sandwiches, desserts, cakes and afternoon tea – including 
the ever popular Cornish cream tea. 

Stonesmith are offering the leasehold business for sale off an asking price of £79,950.  
Full details can be downloaded direct from our website  
www.stonesmith.co.uk and viewings can be arranged by calling 01392 201262. 

Prices Fisheries is well established and only opens week days with no late night opening. Run easily by 
single owner plus 1 part time staff.  T/o £1,500 per week and rising.  Good quality equipment with good 
preparation facilities.  Current menu is mainly fish & chips.  Proper location for the trade and close to 
popular residential area and local businesses.

Ideal for husband and wife team.  No staff hassle, repeat 5 days trading only and 50 weeks trading per 
annum.  Leasehold property with sensible rental.  Price £39,500.   
Contact Clifford Lax with AWG Business Transfer 0113 2390330 or 01924 368200.   
www.clifford-lax.co.uk or www.awgbusinesstransfer.co.uk.

QUIRKY, FUN ECLECTIC LICENSED DAYTIME CAFÉ & BISTRO WITH GLOWING LEVELS OF TRADE 

SEASONAL LICENCED RESTAURANT - LOWER ESPLANADE, BRIGHTON 
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EASILY MANAGED COFFEE SHOP
West Yorkshire 
Type: Attractive, well established Coffee Shop 
in high profile location.  

Price: Leasehold £29,950

Details: www.clifford-lax.co.uk

COFFEE BAR
Bedford, Bedforshire

Type: Retail Park Location, Est 11 Years, 2014 
Café of the Year, Amongst Major Retailers.

Price: £120,000 
Details: www.blacksbrokers.com

LICENSED FISH & CHIP RESTAURANT 
Knutsford, South Essex Town Centre 

Type: 40 covers inside and 16 outside. Takings 
£6,500 p/w and rising in the summer!  

Guide price: £240,000 

Details: www.bradleyscountrywide.co.uk

Property

FISH & CHIPS 
Southampton
Type: Eye-catching take away with 5-pan 
range. Adj. restaurant seats 56.  

Price: £380,000
Details: www.andrewgreenwood.com

UNDER
50k

UNDER
400k

UNDER 
80k

NEW 
INSTRUCTION

UNDER
50k

UNDER 
250k

SPECTACULAR RESTAURANT 
Riverside Town near Chelmsford 

Type: Spectacular River views. Wedding license 
and late night drinks license 

Guide price: £49,995

Details: www.bradleyscountrywide.co.uk

COFFEE SHOP 
Fareham 

Type: Superbly fitted, air conditioned shop unit 
has 12 tables with seating for 24 

Guide price: £75,000 

Details: www.andrewgreenwood.com
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Mid-level burger chains such as Byron 
Hamburgers have continued their 
individual expansion by opening in more 
locations. London-based by origin, they 
steadily grow outside of the M25 corridor 
and have changed the way people 
perceive the classic burger. This has 
seen a counter movement by High Street 
brands such as McDonald’s, to offer 
initiatives like table service and higher 
quality premium burgers in the form of the 
Signature Collection.

But what does this mean for the burger 
market in the UK for 2016? A good 
question and a difficult one to predict! 
Below are some of my thoughts for the 
next 12 months in the fast food lane.

Quality over quantity
I think we’ve seen enough of the “shock” 
burgers which have been doing the 
rounds since Man vs. Food started airing 
on our TV screens. Yes you’ll see the 
odd one or two but I believe the gimmick 
has had its day. People are increasingly 
looking to have local, quality ingredients 
ahead of food eating challenge portions 
and are willing to pay for a premium 
burger. Expect this trend to continue well 
into and past 2016.

 

What’s the beef?  
There’s been recent coverage of the World 
Health Organisation (WHO) report, stating 
that there could be a link between people 
eating processed meat and bowel cancer. 
The WHO also states that red meat is also 
probably carcinogenic so could this lead 
to seeing less beef on burger menus? I 
think we’ll see more chicken and possibly 
fish creations appearing in the next twelve 
months as conscious consumers continue 
to evaluate these findings. Despite efforts 
to find other sustainable food sources I 
don’t think we’ll see insect-based patties 
quite yet.

US invasion 
2013 saw Five Guys and Shake Shack 
both arrive in London. Fast forward 
two and a half years and Five Guys has 
expanded to approximately 30 additional 
locations outside of the capital (there’s 11 
in London). Shake Shack has not been 
so aggressive in its expansion plans, with 
Covent Garden, Stratford and New Oxford 
Street their only UK outlets. With the news 
that US-born Smashburger is looking 
to expand the brand footprint to eight 
countries and a planned 35 restaurants 
in the UK, could more US chains such as 
In-N-Out, Steak n’ Shake or Whataburger 
be next?

With the market valued at an estimated 
£3bn and set to rise this is certainly big 
business, and capitalising on trends in 
the market will be crucial to all with a 
vested interest in burgers. Continuing to 
push for innovation but using local, quality 
ingredients is a must, with a possible shift 
away from beef likely. We’ll continue to be 
heavily influenced by flavours and trends 
in the US with high street brands looking 
to chicken as a viable side-dish while 
aiming to keep the calorie count down 
by using dark meat products. In my next 
article I’ll be looking at how to order your 
burger and what that future could hold for 
us.

2015 was certainly an interesting year for burgers. We’ve seen innovative new creations from independent 
fast casuals such as Almost Famous and Honest Burgers. These burger joints use a variety of quality 
ingredients and toppings to solidify their reputation and pull in customers. Judging by the near frenzied 
demand for their burgers it certainly justifies their respective non-bookings policies.

2016: 
Year of
the Burger

About Burger Lad®

Burger Lad heads up the team at the hugely 
popular burger review website, 
 www.burgerlad.com. Founded late 2012 as 
a one man operation, the blog has achieved 
huge growth in its relatively short time. Once 
seen as an underground source of burger 
news and reviews, Burger Lad has become 
arguably the industry-recognised number 
one burger review site in the UK. Often 
invited by fast food brands to try promotions 
before public release, Burger Lad prides 
itself on breaking the latest High Street 
burger news and reviews. Follow him here: 
@Burger_Lad
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In the Autumn statement last year, George 
Osborne believed it was his priority to 
rebuild Britain. 

He conceded that world growth forecasts 
had been revised, in part because of 
ongoing problems in the Eurozone. In the 
UK, the economy is expected to grow a 
little faster than originally predicted over 
the next two years, before slowing down 
somewhat towards the end of the decade.

Higher than expected tax revenues and 
lower interest payments on government 
debt handed the Chancellor more flexibility 
than many analysts expected.

In the Autumn statement last year, George 
Osborne believed it was his priority to 
rebuild Britain. 

He conceded that world growth forecasts 
had been revised, in part because of 
ongoing problems in the Eurozone. In the 
UK, the economy is expected to grow a 
little faster than originally predicted over 
the next two years, before slowing down 
somewhat towards the end of the decade.
Higher than expected tax revenues and 
lower interest payments on government 
debt handed the Chancellor more flexibility 
than many analysts expected.

Business, enterprise and 
employment in 2016/17

In a boost for SMEs, the Chancellor 
confirmed that the small business rate 
relief scheme would be extended for 
another year. Around 600,000 firms are 
expected to benefit as a result.

The apprenticeship levy is expected to 
raise £3billion a year. This will be set at 0.5 
per cent of the payroll bill, although the 
Chancellor has claimed that only two per 
cent of employers will be eligible to pay.

Pushing ahead with his plans to devolve 
greater spending powers to local 
authorities, Mr Osborne said that 26 new 
or extended enterprise zones were being 
created around the country.
The Government will be doing away with 

uniform business rates and devolving 
power to set the rates to local councils. 
The local authorities will soon also be 
able to keep this revenue, rather than 
having to hand over money for ministers to 
reallocate.

The continuing economic recovery is 
expected to facilitate the creation of “more 
than a million” extra jobs during the next 
five years.

There is, however, likely to be concern that 
the Department for Business budget is to 
be slashed by 17 per cent.

Tax

A new, increased rate of stamp duty land 
tax is to be introduced for buy-to-let and 
second homes. This will be three per cent 
higher than the normal rate and takes 
effect from April 2016. The Chancellor said 
this will raise £1billion by 2021, although 
there are concerns it will have a significant 
impact on the buy-to-let sector. There will 
also be a consultation on accelerating the 
stamp duty land tax on transactions from 
30 days to 14.

From 2019, Mr Osborne announced that 
Capital Gains Tax (CGT) will need to be 
paid within 30 days of selling a residential 
property.

Following intense criticism, some of which 
came from his own MPs, Mr Osborne 
announced that plans to cut tax credits by 
£4.4billion would be scrapped altogether. 
The Chancellor said he had listened 
to people’s concerns and would be 
abandoning the policy. He said the change 
in tack had been made possible by an 
improvement in public finances.

The climb-down means that the welfare 
cap will be breached in the early years 
of this Parliament, but Mr Osborne is 
confident that it will be met before the next 
General Election.

The Welsh Assembly is to be handed 
powers to set its own rates of income tax 
without the need for a national referendum.

Education 

The Chancellor announced that school 
funding would get a “real terms” increase 
of £10billion and that both free school 
meals and the pupil premium will be 
maintained.

As part of an ongoing initiative to end local 
authority control, sixth form colleges will 
be able to become academies, meaning 
they will no longer have to pay VAT.

There will also be a shake-up of school 
funding arrangements, with a new system 
set to be implemented by the Education 
Secretary in 2017.

Tax evasion, avoidance and 
aggressive tax planning

Mr Osborne pledged to tackle tax 
avoidance and announced that the 
Government would work to create one of 
the most “digitally advanced” tax systems 
on the planet.

By the end of this Parliament, everyone in 
the UK will have digital tax accounts. The 
reduction in administration costs form part 
of £1.9billion savings for HMRC.

Accountancy

What can UK businesses expect in 2016/17

Need more help?

This feature aims to 
give some informal 
hints and tips.  Our 
tax department 
and McPhersons 
Financial Solutions 
are offering 
businesses free advice so get in touch 
now to arrange your meeting.  
Simply email Peter Watters  
p.watters@mcphersons.co.uk   
or call our Head Office on 01424 730000 
for a free consultation at McPhersons’ 
London, Bexhill or Hastings offices.
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Legal

1.Signed Contracts
Do all your employees have appropriate and signed contracts 
of employment in place? 

The law prescribes that certain information be provided in 
writing to the employee within the first two months of their 
employment. This includes things like their rate of pay, holiday 
entitlement and place of work. Some slightly less obvious 
details should also be included, such as whether any collective 
agreements relate to their employment and who they should 
raise any appeal to if they wish to challenge a disciplinary 
decision. In an ideal world, such statement of employment 
terms should be signed and returned by the employee. Whilst 
provisions contained in an unsigned version can still be held to 
be binding, it is an area ripe for dispute. Express acceptance by 
way of a signature removes this potential headache. 

Finally, are the contractual terms up to date and relevant? 
Often you find that an employee has received a promotion but 
no additional protections have been agreed, such as post-
termination restrictions on the solicitation of customers and 
employees. This can leave the employer exposed when that 
employee then leaves. Ensure that the documentation you have 
in place is fitting to the circumstances. 

2. Appropriate Policies
Handbooks can be a great way of communicating information 
to employees about their rights (for example, family leave and 
pay rights) and responsibilities (e.g. rules about their uniform) 
as well as information about the employer’s internal procedures 
(such as disciplinary or grievance processes). However, the 
danger is that such policies can quickly become out of date. 

Firstly, employment law changes fairly rapidly. By way of 
example, family rights continue to evolve. Whereas previously 
only one parent was entitled to be off work on paid family leave 
at any one time, now both the mother and father can be off 
work at the same time using shared paid parental leave. 

Secondly, the employer’s own personal circumstances 
should continue to influence and shape Handbook policies. 
For example, if there has been an incidence of, say, sexual 
harassment in the workplace, you may wish to tighten up 
the wording of your equal opportunities policy or, if you are 
experiencing a lot of staff problems caused by snowfall, 
you might want to introduce an adverse weather policy so 
that employees know what is expected of them in those 
circumstances. 

January is often seen as the time for instigating change, so 
consider the following New Year resolutions:. 
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3.Workplace Training
Having internal policies is all well and good, but do your 
employees actually understand and observe them? 

It is always prudent to get employees to sign an 
acknowledgement confirming that they have received, read 
and understood the policies contained in any Handbook. 
However, that should not be the end of it. There can be legal 
and management advantages in going further by ensuring that 
employees fully understand the policies, particularly those like 
the equal opportunities policy and anti-harassment and bullying 
policy. Believe it or not, this can actually help you defend 
a discrimination claim brought by one of your employees. 
Hopefully it will also result in the smoother running of your 
business too.
 
It is therefore sensible to ensure that each employee (or at the 
very least, each employee who has management responsibility) 
receives appropriate training. Include such training as part of 
any induction processes for new joiners and also have regular 
refresher training for existing employees. 

Katee is a senior solicitor in Goodman Derrick’s 
employment team advising on all aspects of contentious 
and non-contentious employment law, from recruitment to 
the end of employment 
relationship. She has 
acted for clients in 
the hospitality and 
leisure sector for many 
years. Katee has been 
recognised as an 
“Associate to Watch” by 
Chambers & Partners 
Guide to the Legal 
Profession and as a 
“Super Lawyer” by The 
Telegraph. Goodman 
Derrick is a leading 
commercial law firm in 
the City of London.
 
Katee Dias 
Senior Solicitor 
Goodman Derrick LLP

Legal
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We take a look at some of the latest products available!

Company: James White Drinks  
Product: Ginger Zinger 
Contact: www.jameswhite.co.uk

Company: Mornflake
Product: Top Porridge Pots 
Contact: www.mornflake.com

Our latest creation to encourage everyone 
to start the day the right way, with a bowl (or 
pot) of porridge! Just add boiling water, give 
it a good stir, leave for 3 minutes and hey 
presto away you go!
Our creamy porridge comes with one of two 
toppings in the lid- a portion of Nutella® or 
Golden Syrup. Allowing you to stir in as much 
or as little sweetness as you’d like.

CRISPS
Leighton Brown was started by three friends who hail from the pub and 
restaurant trade. In late 2009 Cara asked Dom and Chris to help develop 
her vegetable crisps idea and as they say, the rest is history. Leighton 
Brown ran in guns-a-blazing with a mission to bring ‘affordable luxury’ to 
sna ckers nationwide.
Our first flavour Parsnip Crisps with Manuka Honey won a Gold Star at 
the prestigious Guild of Fine Food, Great Taste Awards 2014 as did our 
Sweet Potato Crisps with Cheese and Jalapeno in 2013. We have since 
added a third, our most recent flavour, Beetroot Crisps with Horseradish 
and Dill.
All our ingredients are natural, non-GM and contain no preservatives. 
They are gently cooked in sunflower oil and hand seasoned. We deliver 
our crisps to our foodie clients, including delectable deli’s, high end 
stores and pubs, coffee shops and direct to your door from our online 
shop. All our crisps are suitable for vegetarians and gluten free.

Company: Leighton Brown  
Product: 
Parsnip Crisps with Manuka Honey

Company: Granny’s Secret   
Product: 100% Fruit Juices 
uices Contact: www.grannyssecret.co.uk

Handmade, cold pressed juices 
from fresh squeezed fruits. 100% 
Fruit; Nothing added and nothing 
taken away. We source the fruit 
direct from growers, and with no 
compromises, only the best fruit 
go in the bottle. The number of fruit 
used to produce each beautiful 
drink is shown on the bottle - green 
carton. Available in 200ml bottles 
& 700 ml bottles. Shelf life 18 
months.  
 
‘I thought the taste of the Wild 
blackberry juice was as close 
to standing by a hedgerow and 
squeezing it fresh myself as you 
could get!’ said Dino Bragazzi, 

What’s new?

JUICE

BREAKFAST

DAIRY

sauce
Company: Mr Vikki’s 
Product: Harry Browns Sauce 
SauceContact: www.mrvikkis.co.uk 

Hot sauce lovers you’ve found your Utopia here! With a fantastic 
range of sauces from mild to wild, there really is something 
for everyone. From hot stuff for the lovers of heat through to 
Smokin’ BBQ Ranch and there’s even a sweet Thai for those 
that prefer a taste of the orient. Spice up your food life today 
with something cheeky and good from Mr. Vikki’s.
Rich fruity and 
peppery brown 
sauce one lick of 
this baby and you 
will be converted, 
great on Bacon 
sandwiches and a 
Full English or will 
all types of savoury 
foods needing a 
pep up.

HWake up with a zing and experience an 
intense pick up with our organic  
Ginger Zinger.
Some like it hot! For ginger fans, this shot 
hits the spot. Made with the real thing - 
crushed ginger juice, not flavourings or 
anything artificial. Wake yourself up! 
Just crushed organic ginger juice (26%), 
organic apple juice (57%) and water (17%), 
it’s a great natural taste with no artificial 
additives or preservatives and is fully 
certified as organic by the Soil Association.
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We soak our deliciously nutty Bolivian popped 
quinoa in a secret smoky infusion then combine 
it with our smoothest organic Dominican 39% 
milk chocolate to create this complex and 
delicious flavour extravaganza.

SWEET
Company: Doisy & Dam 
Product: Quinoa, Smoked Tea and  
Vanilla Chocolate 
Contact: www.doisyamddam.com

See your  
product here!

Want to see your new product or 
piece of equipment in What’s New?

Then call 0333 003 0499

YOGHURT Company: Yeo Valley  Product: Winter Sun Yoghurt
Contact: www.yeovalley.co.uk

Bring a little bit of potted sunshine to the 
dark winter days with new Yeo Valley Limited 
Edition Winter Sun.

If we can’t cheer up the weather at least we 
can cheer up your fridge; with a sunshine 
spectacular of mango, passion fruit, and 
pineapple yogurt. Our classic creamy yogurt 
base brings the ripe juicy sweetness of 
the pineapple, to meet the buttery smooth 
mango, so that can all party with the zingy 
passion fruit.

Why bring us a summer flavour in winter we 
hear you cry? As farmers, we know what it’s 
like getting up before dawn in the dark winter 
mornings. Early morning milking can be pretty 
tough.

Yeo Valley Winter Sun 450g will be available 
in January

RELISH

In the 1500s, Nordic countries introduced 
crispbread (knäckebröd) into their diet, using 
them just like fresh bread. Large discs of 
crispbread were baked at harvest time and 
preserved over the winter. The result is a crisp, 
wholesome, delicious bread with the texture of a 
cracker, some big enough for snapping & sharing. 

Originally starting out in a small bakery in 
the depths of the Swedish countryside, our 
crispbreads are now made in the UK using the 
same traditional Scandinavian recipe. They are 
available in a range of different formats to suit 
every occasion.

The Award-winning sourdough crispbread are 
perfect to serve alongside a cheese board. Each 
18g crispbread is designed to be the right size for 
an individual portion. Milk, rye and wheat flours, 
honey, sourdough, salt and yeast.

Alcohol sales always rise in the approach to 
syrup and so bars and cafes that are offering 
something with an extra kick look for many 
different flavours. Adding this mince pie 
flavoured syrup to your offering could really 
boost seasonal sales.
Mix this festive syrup into a ‘Mince Pie 
Martini’ using rum and pressed apple juice. 
Each bottle has a recipe card that includes 
three cocktail recipes – Mince Pie Martini, 
Snowbell and Festive Old Fashioned. The 
perfect stocking stuffer or Secret Santa gift!
Made with all of the same ingredients used 
to make a mince pie filling.  All natural and 
no artificial flavourings. The bottle comes in 
25cl size.

Company: WMF 
Product: WMF 5000S
Contact:  www.wmf-coffeemachines.com/

Company: Peter’s Yard 
Product: Sourdough Crispbread 
Contact: www.petersyard.com

EQUIPMENT

BREAD
Company: Tiggs 
Product: Oriental Dressing 
Contact: www.grannytiggs.com

Our Granny Tigg’s Amazing Original Dressing 
is our flagship and recently won a Great 
Taste Gold Star! It boasts a sweet, fresh & 
tangy flavour and is a Multi-Purpose Dressing 
& Marinade. Don’t be alarmed by its bright 
orange colour, that’s all natural and comes 
from a blending of the Tomatoes with the Cider 
Vinegar and you can be assured that there is 
no heat to it. Once you have tasted this, your 
meals will never be the same – it’s really that 
good!!

It is ideal for not only salads, but also cold/hot 
meats, fish, pastas and everything in-between.
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Discover what exciting events and exhibitions are taking 
place over the coming months for the foodservice industry

Dates for your diary

Diary Dates

In the 
next issue

Tea Review
Following on from the success of last year’s Tea Review we decided to run 
another. In this issue we will expand to speak to some of the leading industry 
voices and sample some of the finest teas available for you to stock.

Chips and Potato Products 
Chips and potato products are some of the best items that you can add to you 
menu. They are high margin and work great as side dishes. In recent years the 
range of products has increased massively, here we look at some of the latest

Digital Signage 
Technology is one of the biggest drivers in the food-to-go and QSR market. 
Making sure that you can advertise your menu and your brand as well as 
interact with customers is vital if you want to grow. Digital signs make all of 
this possible so we are going to explore the latest launches in this expanding 
market.

Location
ExCEL LONDON

Location
ExCEL LONDON

The Franchise 
Show

Hotelympia  

February 
2016

19th-20th

February
2016

29th -

Join thousands of entrepreneurs and 
business owners at The Franchise Show, 
the best franchise event in the country. Meet 
with the best proven franchise opportunities, 
all under one roof. Every industry. Every 
investment level. Full-time and part-time.

• Meet over 100 of the top franchises.

• Take Advantage of 60 Free Seminars and  
  In-Depth workshops.

• Get the help you need in deciding which 

franchise is right for you.

•Find out what you need to know as new  
 franchisee.

• Discover industries that are new, or that  
  you might not have considered.

• Get advice on the wide range of financial  
  options from experts.

•Talk face-to-face with hundreds of the best  
 franchise opportunities expanding in your  
 area!

Hotelympia is the UK’s largest foodservice 
and hospitality event and the most 
important event for any professional wanting 
to gain access to the latest products and 
thinking. It is the best place to find real 
innovation and ideas.

Hotelympia delivers innovation and 
networking opportunities for exhibitors and 
visitors that can’t be found anywhere else 
on this scale. 

This is the place for you to improve your 

business performance and customer 
offering -  for your hotel, restaurant, pub, 
café or catering company -  through 
guaranteed access to the latest products 
across food and drink, catering equipment, 
interiors, technology, careers, and waste 
management solutions.

March
2016

3rd 
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